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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The matter of reporting to parents has been of vital 
concern to parents, teachers, and administrators for many 
years. It is the intention of this study to determine the 
acceptability of the types of pupil reports in use through 
the preferences indicated by the parents and school personnel 
in the elementary schools of two suburban cities near Boston. 
This study is not concerned with a comparison of 
existing cu}tural, social, or economic influences of either 
city. For the purposes of identification they will be 
referred to as City A and City B. 
Selection of the Problem 
Purposes.--
1. To find in both cities, the acceptability of pupil 
progress reports among parents, teachers, and principals of 
the elementary school. 
2. To find in both cities, the acceptability of parent-
teacher conferences among parents, teachers, and principals 
of the elementary school. 
3. To find in both cities what influence the number of 
. " 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I j. 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I' !I 
,I 
II 
children in a family, attending elementary school, has upon 
the parents' acceptance of parent-teacher conferences. 
4. To find in both cities what influence the size of 
classes and the number of years of teaching experience have 
upon teachers' acceptance of pupil progress reports and 
parent-teacher conferences. 
5. To find in both cities the acceptability of parent-
teacher conferences to principals. 
6. To find, in City B, what influence the choices made 
by parents and teachers are controlled by the conditioning 
factor of group meetings before the questionnaires are 
distri-buted. 
7. To find, in City A, the acceptability or pupil 
progress reports and parent-teacher conferences among parents 
of children in grades one through six. 
8. To find, in City B, the acceptability of pupil 
progress reports and parent-teacher conferences of children 
in the fourth grade. 
9. To find how City A's elementary school teachers' 
and principals' preferences compare with City B's. 
source.-- The need exists in both cities for a 
particular report that will satisfactorily indicate an 
evaluation of the pupil's growth and development through the 
cooperative effort of the home and school. 
1. City A is sensitive to the problem of reporting and 
I 
I 
l 
I 
II 
II 
il 
,I 
!I 
.I 
has a committee of primary grade teachers and a principal in 
the process of study. A possible transition to a more 
satisfactory report card for the primary grades is the aim 
of the committee. 
2. City B has recently changed from the letter-grade 
type of report card in the first three grades to the check-
list type where growth and development in skills and habits 
are stressed. This city is in the transition period at the 
fourth grade level, to find if the present type of letter-
grade report, with a few modifications, should remain as a 
means of reporting progress or whether the check-list type 
of report should be initiated at this level. 
Justification.-- A school's philosophy of growth is 
revealed in its marking system. The progress report should 
convey information concerning the status and progress of a 
child to those who have responsibility for him. 
1. In City A, many parents and teachers feel that the 
objective type or report card in use at present is too 
noncommittal to be satisfactory. This report, issued to 
grade two through grade six, indicates a conduct and effort 
mark by the use of the letters "s" or "u", and indicates 
that pupil's work is satisfactory, unless unsatisfactory 
subjects are listed. Grade one has a wide divergence of 
reporting practices, instead of any uniform format being 
issued at regular intervals. 
ll 
II 
II 
I 
i\ 
I 
13 
City A established a Report Card Committee previous 
to this study. One of the writers is a member of the 
committee. The group has met to discuss the various types 
of pupil reports, the advantages of parent-teacher confer-
ences, and the wide divergence of reporting practices in 
grade one, basic to initiating plans for a new report card 
format. This writer will share .the findings of this study 
with the committee. 
2. City B has had a working Report Card Committee for 
several years. The members of this committee include all 
the teachers at each grade level in the city and change each 
time the ·work progresses to another grade. The supervisor 
of elementary education is the chairman and continues to 
work with each group or grade teachers as the matter of 
,, 
i 
il 
I 
I' I 
I 
I 
:I 
I· 
reporting. in a particular grade is approached. I Prior to thi a 1 
study, the progress report in the first three grades has been 
changed fro in the letter-grade type to the check-list type of 
report. The decision must be made at the fourth grade level 
whether to keep the letter-type of report or to continue 
the check-list type in the fourth grade. 
The present fourth grade parents have had experience 
with the letter-grade type of card in the first grade and 
the check-list type of card in the second and third grades. 
These parents attended a meeting about pupil progress in the 
first grade to create a better understanding of the marking 
'I 
r 
II 
I 
rl 
'I 
I 
14 
system used in the first grade at that time. These same 
parents were consulted on the adoption of the check-list 
type in the primary gr.ade s. Now, the supervisor of e lemen-
tary education plans to have a meeting with groups of fourth 
grade parents and teachers in the city at different intervals 
throughout the year to present ideas and discuss satisfactory 
and meaningful reporting at the fourth grade level. 
After the parents have been conditioned by these 
meetings, the questionnaire or the writers will be sent home 
to fourth grade parents to be checked anonymously and 
returned to school. The writers will compute the findings 
and share them with the school authorities who will use them 
as a basis on which to reach a decision about the fourth 
grade report card. 
scope.-- The writers will examine and evaluate an 
extensive collection or all types or reports in existence 
today. Using these as a basis, an instrument in the form of 
a questionnaire, to be used for survey purposes, will be · 
formulated. The questionnaire will request indications of 
preferences for various reporting systems used in the subject 
and habit areas, for parent-teacher conferences, and for 
frequency of issuance or reports. 
The questionnaire will be distributed to all elementary 
school teachers and principals in City A and City B, to a 
sampling of parents or all six grades in City A, and to all 
1_5 
the fourth grade parents in City B. 
The items on the questionnaire will be tabulated and 
converted into percent tables for interpretation. By means 
of interpreting the indicated preferences from the tables 
and comparing the findings of City A and City B, some idea 
will be given of the present acceptability of pupil progress 
reports to parents, teachers, and principals of the 
elementary school. 
'I 
II 
CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Interest in reporting pupil progress.-- The amount of 
available research in recent years on the subject of report 
cards, or reporting pupil progress, is evidence of the wide-
spread interest in this field on the part of educators and 
parents. This interest has come with the recognition that 
education is a continuous process, taking place both in 
and out. The importance of the partnership role played 
parents of pupils has made cooperation between home and 
school I 
by the I 
school !' 
an essential element to assure the maximum development of the I 
whole child. The increased interest of the parents in the 
'I 
schools has influenced report card revisio.r{ ' frt ' ~a-~y l0eali ties .11 
~ " . ' NESDEC reports: Where report card revisions have been 
made they have been undertaken on a democratic participatory 
basis with the teachers; in many cases the parents share in 
I 
I 
the study and development of the reporting method." 1 
The amount of experimentation in reporting pupil progress I 
and the number of groups studying report card revision sub- I 
I 
stantiate the dissatisfaction with the traditional marking 1 
I 
system. Although the schools have shifted their emphasis from I 
I 
1/New England School Development Educational Council, 
Organization of the Elementary School in Terms of Pupil 
Progress, Chapter II, January 1952 
II 
,I 
I 
=
=====ll==================================;L_ _________ _ r-------
.... : t' .. ·: JL ,-
subject matter to an emphasis on guiding the learning process ,, 
in children, pupil progr~is reports have tended to remain 'I 
traditional. DePencier- writes that reporting has b,een 
11
,
1 
called the most retarded phase of American education. 
Criticisms.-- General criticism of the types of pupil j 
report cards in use has been expressed by Katherine 
2/ 
D'Evelyn,- who has said that new practices in our schools 
are making us realize that a report card should be just a 
report -- a summary of things as they stand, as accurate as 
possible, but not pretending, to be the last word, -- not a (/ 3/ 
verdict but an assessment. NESDEC,- too, reports: 
11 The changing philosophy of the educational program 
with the recognition of the pupil as a uniaue individual, 
the resultant broadening of the curriculum and the 
scientific approach of the instructional techniques have 
been largely responsible for the need of changing the 
pattern of the report card." 
4/ 
Fred C. Ayer- has listed the following specific 
criticisms of the traditional report card: (1) marks were 
unreliable; (2) not sufficiently informative; (3) emphasized 
the wrong objectives; (4) told too much about comparative 
progress and too little about individual progress. 
1/lda DePencier, "Trends in Reporting Pupil Progress in the 
Elementary Grades, 1938-1949," Elementary School Journal, 
May 1951, 51: 519-523 
g/Katherine D1 Evelyn, "What Should School Reports Tell 
Parents," Child Studx, Winter 1952-53, 14: 26-30 
~Op. cit., p. 12 
!/Fred c. Ayer, Practical Child Accounting, Steck Company, 
Austin, Texas, 1949 
18 
1/ 
Ethel Taylor - points out that the same type of marks has 
been used for all grades, and the average report does not 
tell whether or not a child is working at maximum capacity. 
2/ 
Huggett and Millard- claim that the conventional marking 
system is neither reliable nor valid, and is too competitive. 
3/ 
This same viewpoint is borne out by Traxler, - who also 
says that per cent, symbolic, and number systems of marking 
are too general. They have little meaning and do not reveal 
the sources of difficulty or provide leads for remedial 
treatment. 
4/ 
w. c. Reavis- lists four main defects which exist in 
reporting systems: 
1. Few schools know what purpose they want to serve. 
2. Few schools are sure what they want to evaluate 
and report. 
3. Few schools have decided what basis of comparison to 
use in giving marks. 
4. Our marking systems are notoriously unreliable. 
!/Ethel Taylor, "Does the Report Build Security," American 
Childhood, September 1952, 38: 21-23 
2/A. J. Huggett and C. w. Millard, Growth and Learning in 
the Elementary School, Chapter 15, D. C. Heath Co, 
Boston, 1945 
3/Arthur C. Traxler, Techniques of Guidance, Chapter 13, 
Earpers, New York, 1945 
4/W. c. Reavis, "Report Cards," School Review, April 1952, 
60: 199-200 
9 
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II 
1/ 
The NEA- has summed up the criticisms of the 
traditional report card as follows: unreliability of the 
marks themselves, lack of definite meaning of the marks, the 
use of marks as a punishment, the emphasis on comparisons 
between members of the class, the rating of unimportant lj 
aspects of child development, the false and even harmful 
motivation provided by marks, and the fact that they place 
obstacles in the way of effective instruction. The fact that 
the formal report does not give the parent a clear idea of 
what the child is doing in 
2/ 
I 
school is a recognized disadvantage : 
I 
according to DePencier.-
3/ 
Dorothy Rogers feels that there are many undesirable 
by-~roducts of issuing report cards. Her chief criticism is 
that the card is held chiefly to judge a child and is held 
as evidence for or against him rather than as a device to 
help him. She claims further that it is the most unpleasant 
of teaching duties and affects the teachers' relations with 
parents. Rogers states that the effects on the parent are 
undescribable because report ' cards confuse the parent who 
rarely understands evaluation. The parent feels vaguely that 
he should "do something" about the situation. Rogers also 
adds that report cards complicate sibling relationships. 
li,(Na t 1ona 1 Education Association, School Marks and Promotions ,I 
Washi ngton, D.C., May 1950 I 
yop. cit., p. 520 
3/Dorothy Rogers, "Common Sense Considerations Concerning 
~eport Cards," Elementary School Journal, May 1952, 
52: 518-522 
" 
I 
2C 
Edna J. Durland, writing for The National Elementary 1/ . -
Principal,- gives the following reasons for changing the 
method of reporting which seem to summarize all criticisms: 
1. Growth in attitudes and behavior could not be 
measured by the usual letter and percentage rating. il 
2. The old report card threw into active competition 
children of all types of ability. 
3. Even though he worked to the limit of his capacity, . 
the child of low intellectual ability could never 
attain satisfaction in accomplishment. 
4. Report cards sent into the home were frequently the 
cause of unfortunate comparisons in the family or in 
the neighborhood. 
5. Parents often commercialized marks by means of 
intrinsic rewards. 
6. Except to express dissatisfaction paren~s seldom 
responded to a report card. 
Trends in reporting pupil progress.-- The trend seems to 
be away from subject reports and toward reports of child 11 
growth. Reports are becoming more analytical with suggestions;! 
for improvement. The trend is also toward the use of letters I 
and conferences instead of report cards, or the use of 
conferences to supplement report cards. on ·the whole, the 
trend is toward fewer reports which are sent when necessary, 
rather than at specified i ntervals. 
2/ 
Katherine D'Evelyn- writes in Child Study that one 
of the most important changes in reporting is the change 
!/Department of l!~ lementary School Principals, "Reporting 
Pupil progress," The National Elementary Principal, National 
Education Association, Washington, D.C., June 1952 
~fop. cit., p. 26 
I 
I 
from a competitive mark in subject matter, expressed in 
percentage or letter grades, to a descriptive evaluation 
the pupil's progress in terms of his. own achievement, and 
the inclusion of some evaluation of him as a person. 
ll ~/ 
Ayer and Traxler agree on the following trends 
in reporting to parents: 
1. The per cent system is going out of use. 
2. There is an increase in the use of descriptive 
terms and interpretations. 
3. The emphasis is on pupil development rather than 
subject matter. 
4. Progress marks are being substituted for compara-
tive marks. 
of 
5. A pupil's achievement is analyzed and diagnosed in 
terms of the philosophy and objectives of the school. 
To those already listed, Traxler adds: 
6. Formal reports are being replaced by notes and 
letters. 
?. Parents are asked to cooperate in building report 
cards. 
8. Pupils are devising own cards and evaluating own 
achievement. 
. 3/ 
Huggett and Millard - point out that marks are based on a 
scale and that cards are sent less frequently. Ruth 
];_/Op. cit., p. 113 
2/op. cit., p. 239 
~Op. cit., p. 352 
!' 
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l/ Strang reports, too, that the trend is toward fewer and 
more significant reports, sent when necessary. This trend 
2/ 3/ 
is also substantiated by DePencier - and Ayer.-
Four types of reports which are commonly used are 
4/ 
listed by DePencier:-
1. The check lists which cause misunderstanding 
The misunderstanding tends to increase the 
details included in the report. 
2. The narrative report which has the disadvantage of 
being a one-way communication 
3. The personal conference which has received more 
attention in the past decade than all other forms 
of reporting 
4. The report with two parts which gives a class rank 
or rating in subjects and a report on growth or 
progress 
5/ 
Sheila Hollies - in her thesis on the elementary card 
summed up the trends as follows: 
"Marks in percentage figures were once the basic 
element in reporting to parents and still persist in 
many places. The next step after the use of percentage 
was the uae of several letters. There followed a 
1/Ruth Strang, Repor•ting to Parents, Bureau of Publications, 
Tiolumbia University, Second printing with revisions, 1952 
2/0p. cit., p. 520 
~/Op. cit., P• 113 
4/0p. cit., p . 520 
5/She:tla Hollies, The Elementary School Report. Unpublished 
'NJ:aster's Thesis, BostGn University, August 1950 
I' 
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1 
reduction in the number of letters used, and a change 
from A B C to · S U. Check marks in columns to describe 
a child's achievement followed the use of letters. 
Latest developments in this matter of reporting seem 
to be the specially written descriptive report and 
the personal conference between teacher and parent.n 
' 1/ 
NESDEC- reports: "It is evident from the material 
sent in to the NESDEC that the A B C form is becoming less 
frequently used, with S and U or similar symbols becoming 
more prevalent." However, a l:lttle later in the same report 
is this statement: "As strange as it may seem, the pendulum 
i 
!I 
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I 
seems to be on a return swing regarding the value of the A B C 1 
2/ ~~~ 
On the subject of letter grades Fred C. Ayer- has this , 
letter grade." 
to say: "The A B C D E five point system is more readily 
interpreted by pupils, teachers, and parents than any other 
type of marking. 11 
3/ 
w. r .• 'Wrinkle - maintains that the A B C DE type of 
marking can be correctly interpreted only if the achievement 
levels of the class are known. 
4/ 
In Reporting to Parents Ruth Strang points out that 
some schools have adopted a dual system of reporting such as 
that noted from Wrinkle above. Such a system includes both 
ratings based on grade standard of achievement and ratings 
based on the individual's capacity to achieve. 
170P. c!~., p. 1? 
2/0p. cit., p. 102 
3/W. L. Wrinkle, Improving Marking and Reporting Practices, 
-Rinehart Co., New York, 1947 
I 
I 
i 
I 
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Miss Strang states: 
"The type of report gives most parents the 
information they want. It supplies pupils with the 
facts they need for an objective appraisal of 
themselves, espec~lly with reference to further 
educational and vocational plans." 
In commenting on the informal note type of report 
2/ 
Chamberlain and Kindred - note that it is a desirable type 
of report when the teacher believes it is desirable to make 
a comprehensive report. However, they believe it is not 
feasible where the teacher meets a large number of pupile 
' 3/ 
each day. Dorothy Rogers maintains that the teacher's 
comments convey little meaning unless the teacher has 
insight and skill in the use of language. She also pointe 
out that the teacher of a large class may resort to stereo-
typed comments. 
The paTent - teacher conference.-- Authorities who have 
written on the subject of reporting pupil progress seem to 
a gree that the most satisfactory method of reporting isthe 
conference between parent and teacher, or the conference 
supplemented by a written report. 
4/ 
NESDEC - has this to say on the conference: 
il 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
"It is logical to assume that the philosophy of the \ 
report to parents, whatever the form, must reflect the I 
philosophy of the educational program of the system. 
1/0P. cit., p. 11 
2/Leo M. Chamberlain and Leslie W. Kindred, The Teacher and 
school Organization, Prentice-Hall Inc., New York, 1949, 
p. 433 
3/0p. cit., p. 520 4/0p. cit., p. 12 
I 
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Many educators believe that the best way of 
communicating with parents is by personal conference. 
On kindergarten level, this method is perhaps the 
most commonly used, often supplemented by a written 
report. On the elementary level, a number of systems 
provide for conference opportunities on a regularly 
scheduled basis to supplement the writ ten report." 
ll The Department of Elementary Principals devoted the 
June 1952 issue to reporting pupil progress. With one 
exception, the groups reporting on report card revision and 
methods used claimed the conference as the most satisfac-
tory. The other group anticipated the day when standardized 
forms would be eliminated and the conference method adopted. 
~ Walter LeBaron states, "It is next to impossible to 
give accurate information to parents by means of cards, 
symbols, or check lists. The job demands personal confer-
ences and informal letter-type communication between school 
and home. 11 
3/ 
On the conference, Ruth Strang- has this to say: 
"The form of report should vary with the parents' 
background. However the personal conference is 
applicable to all parents because it can be adapted 
to their language ability and to their attitudes 
toward school an'"Q toward their children. 11 
Miss strang states that the disadvantage of parent confer-
ences lies in the burden they impose on teachers unless time 
is definitely scheduled for them. 
!/Department of Elementary School Principals, "Reporting 
I 
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rupil progress, "The National Elementary Principal, National 
Eeueation Association, Washington, D.c., June 1952 11 
2/Walter LeBaron, 11 ifJhat Shall We Tell the Parents," 
~lementary School Journal, February 1951, 51: 322-326 
3/0p. cit., p. 101 
I 
II 
1/ 
T. K. Muellen - believes that the parent-teacher 
conference more nearly approximates the child-development 
approach. Muellen determined from a questionnaire that 
75 per cent of the parents who replied indicated they knew 
their children 1 s school problems and abilities better 
because of the conference method. 
2/ 
Katherine D1Evelyn- feels that regardless of form 
most schools make an attempt to give careful evaluation of 
T 
I 
I 
II 
I 
both academic achievement and the pupils 1 adjustment to the I' 
I 
whole school situation. However, she thinks that the verbal I 
conference holds an advantage over any type of written II 
r_e.port. D 1 Evelyn goes on to say, "Most parents where i' 
I 
report conferences are held are wholeheartedly in favor of I 
them to other kinds of reports." She has based this I 
observation on parent polls. To satisfy a minority who 1 
wanted written reports, schools use a combination of methods. I 
The conference is used in primary grades. In the upper 
elementary grades parents wanted something written as 
preparation for high school. 
3/ 
Esther Rupright - in Educational Leadership lists the 
following values of the conference method of reporting: 
I 
I 
1. An opportunity for those most involved with the child ! 
1/T.K. Muellen, "An Experiment in Reporting Pupil Progress," II 
~lementary School Journal, September 1951, 51: 42-44 j 
gjop. cit., p. 30 
3/Esther Rupright, "Let's Talk it Over," Educational 
~adership, February 1950, 7: 312-314 
I 
I 
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to evaluate the child's progress and achievements 
and plan constructively fGr his progress 
2. An opportunity te help parents realize the sincere 
interest that the school has in their child 
3. An opportunity to place emphasis on the total growth 
of the child in a way that is not possible in a 
printed report 
4. An opportunity for teachers to grow in understanding 
of the child through knowledge of his home situation 
and problema 
5. An opportunity to help parents better understand 
their own child. . 
1/ 
Chester A. Taft- reporting on home and school . rela-
tions in the same issue of Educational Leadership lists 
almGst the same values of the conference. 
1. A cooperative process, an integral part of teaching 
2. Planning, recording, evaluation of the whole child 
3. Builds better rapport 
4. Explains that which written records never could 
5. Helps child plan, develop, and evaluate his sense 
of responsibility 
6. Brings (often) both parents into working relation-
ships with the schools 
2/ 
In The National Elementary Principal Anna R. Tantum -
1/Che ster A. Taft, "Fostering Home -Schoo 1 Rela tiona," 
~ducational Leadership, February 1950, ?: 315-31? 
2/0p. cit., p. 3? 
j' 
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in her evaluation of parent-teacher conferences writes that 
I 
I 
teachers have this to say: 
"conferences help us 
is a real human being and 
I• 
to remember that each child 'I 
not just a member of a group." 
"Parent-teacher conferences have helped the gen-
eral attitude of the children in my room. There seems 
to be more interest and school work has improved." 
I 
I 
I 
,, j "Parent a are offering to help me with our program; 11 
they understand the 'why' of some of the newer methods." ! 
"It was easier to put subject matter grades on 
report cards and send them hom~ to be signed, but this 
three-way type of reporting really helps boys and 
girls. 11 
wnat makes a good report.-- Authorities seem to agree 
that the ideal system of reporting must include evidences of 
all aspects of growth which lend themselves to appraisal. 
I 
ll 
1/ 
Huggett and Millard - say that the ideal system records ! 
evidence of growth in those outcomes which are held to be 
1
1 
g/ 
important. George c. Kyte says much the same thing: 
"Any report card sent home should reflect sound educational 
purposes of the school, and disclose the extent to which the 
child has developed in all important subjects." Ethel 
3/ 
Taylor - believes that marks are unnecessary and a detriment 
for the young child. She feels that the right kind of report 
should build security and recognize a child's accomplishment. 
4/ 
Betty Irish- follows the same trend in what she says about 
1/dp. cit., p. 401 
2/George C. Kyte, The Principal at Work, Revised edition, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, rgs2, p. 433 
3/0p. cit., p. 21 
4/Betty Irish, 11 '1/Vhat is a 'Good' Report Card," Educational 
e ershi 4: 433-43 
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a good report card. She writes, 11A report card is a record 
of taking stock: 
1. Vfuat has been done 
2. What needs to be done 
3. The direction now being taken in the doing" 
Vfuat the parents want.-- Wanting the child to succeed 
at school is the universal aim with parents. I D1Evelyn 
round the general opinion from polls of parents who said 
they wanted reports to answer the following questions: 
1. Is my child learning? 
2. Is my child popular? Does he have friends and does 
he know how to get along with others in work and play? 1 
3. Is my child working to capacity? 
4. How does my child stand in comparison to the rest of 
his group in the various subjects? 
2/ 
Shane and McSwain - put what parents want to know in 
just three questions: 
1. Is my child acceptable to others? 
2. Is he normal academically and socially? 
3. Is he succeeding? 
3/ 
LeBaron- reports that when parents were asked the . 
major purposes of reports they replied that reports should 
inform them of the child's progress and indicate whether this 
1/op. cit., p. 28 
I 2/Harold G. Shane and E. T. McSwain, Evaluation and the Elementary Curriculum, Henry Holt and Company, New York, 
pp. 313-314 
1951, 1 
I 
OIL. cit • 324 
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progress has been commensurate with what could reasonably be I 
expected of him in terms of his ability and background. 
The parents also said that reports should enable home and 
school to work together more effectively and inform the 
child of his own progress. 
1/ 
D'Evelyn - says that a list of what the parent wants 
compared with a list of what the teacher wants would not be 
very different except in point of interest and detail. The 
teacher is concerned with how the child is learning. 
2/ 
NESDEC sums up reporting pupil progress by saying: 
"All authorities agree, whatever the system or 
symbols used, adequate interpretation to the parents 
is essential in order for the objectives of reporting 
to be realized. They agree that there is no 'best' 
report card, for each must meet the needs of the 
individual situation. Understanding this, the advan-
tages of a cooperatively developed system, benefiting 
from the participation by all parties involved in its 
use, will have the best chance of success." 
Literature shows that educators and parents are dis-
satisfied with the traditional type report card. Experi-
menting with different types to find one which meets the 
needs of all concerned -- pupils, teachers, and parents 
reauirea much time, research, and cooperative planning. 
Where the conference method has been successfully planned 
and carried out, both parents and teachers are enthusi-
astically in favor of this method for reporting pupil 
progress. However, the trend seems to be toward one or more 
1/0p. cf!., p. 28 
~Op. cit., p. 19 
:I 
II 
I 
written reports throu!#l the year combined with the conference .11 
I 
All authorities agree that any system of reporting must 
be thor0ughly understood by the parents to be successful. I 
II 
I 
i 
I 
11 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDUH.B 
Examination of report cards.-- To establish a basis for 
the acceptability of pupil progress reports and the parent-
teacher conference an extensive collection of elementary-
school report cards from vario~s communities of the United 
States was examined by the writers. The report cards were 
obtained f r om a collection belonging to Dr. Worcester Warren, 
a professor at Boston University, School of Education. The 
report cards were examined for different types of marking 
systems used in the subject areas and the habit areas. They 
were examined for frequency of issuance and for references to 
the parent-teacher conferences. 
Basis of questionnaire.-- The examination of the report 
car ds was basic to the preparation and constr uct i on of the 
questionnaire, the survey instrument used to determlne the 
acceptability of pupil progress reports and the parent-teacher 
conference in the elementary schools in City A and City B. 
Representative reporting systems commonly use d in the subject 
1: · areas and the habit areas were incorporated into the first 
1 two parts of the questionnaire. For the purpos e of clarity 
exa mples of each type of reporting system were included. The 
various frequencies of issuance of reports and the parent-
teacher conference inquiries were included in the question-
====--~==--~==== 
Ill naire. 
1, 
I: 
Refinement of questionnaire.-- The auestionnaires were 
presented to the seminar students in elementary administration 
I for experimental use. Suggestions for clarity and refinement 
were incorporated into the final form of the questionnaire. 
Notes accompanying questionnaires.-- Explanatory notes 
to preface the questionnaires were decided upon by the 
writers. Information asked on the parents' notes included 
the grades and ages of the children attending the elementary 
schools. Information asked on the teachers' and principals' 
notes included their educational background, years of experi-
ence, the grade taught, and the size of the teachers' classes • 
. Distribution of questionnaires.-- The distribution of the 
questionnaires in City A and City B is explained by Tables 1, 
II 
II 2, and 30 in Chapter IV. City A's questionnaires, approved 
:1 by the report card committee of that city, were distributed to 
each of the 21 elementary schools. All the elementary-school 
I 
teachers and principals .received the questionnaires. The 
children in three grades of each elementary school brought 
the questionnaires home to their parents. The grades were 
chosen in an alternate method. The first, third, and fifth 
grades were chosen in one half of the schools. The second, 
fourth, and sixth grades were chosen in the other half of the 
schools. In this way a representative sampling of parents was 
obtained at the primary and the intermediate grade levels from 
all areas ~~ ~~ r- -=------'--"= of City A. Questionnaires were tabulated from 1500 ==----
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parents, 231 teachers, and 12 principals in City A. 
In City B the writers worked with the supervisor of 
elementary education. The check lists of skills were used 
to report pupil progress in grades one through three. Meet-
ing s with parents had been held when this type of report was 
adopted in order that they might be fully understood. At the 
fourth grade level through the six th grade level a sli ghtly 
modified version of the five-letter rating scale was used in 
the subject matter areas and plus, average, and minus in the 
I; habit areas. As soon as fourth- grade parents had rece i ved 
t 
li 
the first report with letter ratings, the supervisor scheduled 
meetings with them and the fourth-grade teachers of each 
elementary school. Two of the writers attended one of these 
/1 meetings. The parents we r e asked, 
11 \IIJhat do you want marked 
ll 
\I 
,I 
I 
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on your child's report?" and "How do you want it marked?" 
The writers were g iven the minutes from nine such meeting s 
in order that they mi ght know the thinking of approxi ma tely 
one third of City B1 s fourth- grade parents and in many 
instances why they thought as they did. At each meeting the 
parents were told they would soon receive a questionnaire to 
fill out on the subject of report cards, and they were asked 
to give it careful consideration. 
Soon after the meetings were held, each fourth-grade 
teacher distributed and then collected the que stionnair es for 
'
', the writers. 
J~~" The writers went to each elementary school and met with 
=-===--------
I 
I the teachers. The pur pose of this study was discussed briefly 
and the teachers filled out the questionna i res at that time. 
In City B the findings of the questionnaires were tabu-
lated from 302 fourth-grade parents, 70 elementary teachers, 
and 10 elementary principals. 
use of the auestionnaires.-- The preferences indicated 
on the questionnaires signified the acceptability of pupil 
progress reports and the parent-teacher conference by the 
parents, teachers, and principals of the elementary schools in 
City A and City B. By means of the questionnaire findings in 
City A and City B, some idea of the acceptability of pupil 
1 progress reports and the parent-teacher conference was given 
by parents, teachers, and principals of the elementary school. 
A comparison was made between the acceptance found on the 
questionnaires of the fourth-grade parents in City A and 
11 City B. This comparison was made to see what influence the 
report card meetings held with City B's parents had upon their 
11 acceptance of pupil progress reports and the parent-teacher 
II 
I; 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
conference. In City A there were no report card meetings with 
par ents. 
3€ 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The acceptance stated in this chapter.-- The acceptance 
of pupil progress reports and parent-~eacher c~nference by 
parents, teachers, and principals of the elementary schools 
in City A and City B was expressed through the preferences 
indicated on the survey questionnaires. The acceptance is 
stated in this chapter in tabular form with accompanying 
i nterpre tat ions. 
City A's surve~.-~ City A's survey results are stated 
in the first part of the chapter." An explanation of the 
distribution of the questionnaires in this city is 
presented first. This is followed by the acceptance of 
pupil progress reports and parent-teacher conference 
indicated by the elementary school parents, teachers, and 
principals in City A. 
City B's survey.-- City B'a survey results are stated 
in the second part of the chapter. An explanation of the 
distribution of the questionnaires in that city is presented 
first. This is followed by the acceptance of pupil progress 
reports and parent-teacher conference indicated by the 
fourth grade parents, and the el~mentary school teachers 
and principals in City B. 
.·-
\ 
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City A's and City B's acce p tance compared.-- A compar-
ison is made in the third part of this chapter between the 
acceptance of pupil progress reports in City A and City B. 
The fourth grade parents', the elementary school teachers', 
and t he principals' preferences in City A and City B are 
compared. This comparison is made to see if the meetings 
on pupil progress reports held with City B's personnel --
parents, teachers, and principals -- influenced the accept-
ance indicated on their questionnaires. 
Table 1. Distribution and Return of Questionnaires 
in City A 
Types 
Distributed 
1 
Parent ••••• 
Teacher •••• 
Principal •• 
Total ••• 
Number 
Distributed 
2 
1850 
2'73 
12 
2135 
Number 
Returned 
3 
1500 
231 
12 
1'743 
Per Cent 
Returned 
4 
81.1 
84.6 
100.0 
81.6 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!I 
I 
.I 
II 
' I 
II 
In City A all questionnaires were distributed to parents 
and teachers from each of the elementary schools through the 
cooperation of the superintendent of schools and the princi-
pals. The questionnaires were distributed to a sampling of 
parents of children in the six grades. Parent questionnaires 11 
were taken home by children in three grades of each of the 
elementary schools. All elementary-school teachers and 
=========!t-- -=·-=-=====================~===-=-=~=======- ======= ===--=-t:o-=- --=--= 
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principals received the questionnaires. 
Table 2. The Distribution of Parent Q.uestionnaires 
by Grades and Classes in City A 
Distribution Number Number 
by Grades of Classes of Parents 
(lT ( 2) ( 3) 
. 
I .... • .. • • ... 10 245 
I I •..••..•... 11 259 
I II •..•..•••• 10 253 
IV ••••••••••• 11 230 
v •.•.......•• 10 289 
VI • • • • • • • • • • • 11 224 
Total ••••• 63 1500 
In City A the questionnaires were distributed to a 
sampling of parents in three grades of each of tne 21 elemen-
tary schools. The questionnaires were taken home to parents 
by children. To secure a fair and representative sampling 
from each grade level and from all areas of the city the 
first, third, and fifth grades were chosen in one half of the 
schools, and the second, fourth, and sixth grades in the 
' other half of the schools. 
\ 
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Table 3. Parent Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the Subject 
Areas -- 1500 Parents, by Grades, in City A· 
Reporting Systems 
Parent 5 3 Check List 2 Marks: The 
Accept- letters: letters: of Effort, Informal A-B-C- S-I-U Skills Stand- Note 
D-E ing in 
ance the Class 
by Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
Grades quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy 
(1) (2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) T6T { '7) 181 ( 9) (10) { 11) 
I • • • • • • 133 54.3 38 15.5 15 6.1 8 3.3 51 20.8 
I I ••••• 168 64.9 24 9.3 20 '7.'7 13 5.0 34 13.1 
I I I •••• 149 58.9 30 11.8 28 ll.l 1'7 6.'7 29 11.5 
IV ••••• 146 63.5 35 15.2 10 4.4 12 5.2 2'7 11.'7 
v •.•... 196 6'7.8 33 11.4 20 6.9 8 2.8 32 11.1 
VI ••••• 155 69.2 24 10. '7 16 '7.1 11 4.9 18 8.1 
Total. 94'7 63.1 184 12.3 109 '7.3 69 4.6 191 12.'7 
In City A the most acceptable reporting system in the 
subject areas was the A-B-C-D-E type, which was prefer•red by 
63.l.per cent of the parents. More than 50 per cent of the 
parents at each grad~ level preferred this type. The range was 
from 54.3 per cent by first grade parents to 69.2 per cent by 
,_ 
sixth grade parents. 
-
The informal note was the second preference of the f.irst 
·I 
,. 
II 
I 
I 
and second grade parents. The S-I-U type, which is the marking 1 
of subjects by "Satisfactory, 11 "Improving," or "unsatisfactory," I 
was the second preference or parents at the third grade level 
through the sixth grade level. 
I. 
I 
,, 
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The check list of skills and the two marks in each sub-
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I 
ject were the least acceptable reporting systems in the sub-
ject areas to City A's parents at all grade levels. 
Table 4. Parent Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the Habit 
Areas -- Work Habits, Health Habits, and Soc i al 
Habits -- 1500 Parents by Grade s, in City A 
I 
II 
j 
\, 
It 
I' 
I 
II 
I 
====~~===============================F======== I I' 
Parent 
Accept-
ance 
by 
Grades 
· Reporting by Check List of Habits 
t"Vifell 
Developed 
Average 
Needs 
Strength-
ening 
..;.Unsatis-
factory 
.l'sa ti sfac-
tory 
xNeeds 
Improve-
ment 
Satisfac-
tory 
.!Needs 
Improve-
ment 
Usually 
At Times 
Seldom 
The 
I nformal 
Note 
Per 
I 
I 
t 
I' 
Fre-
quen-
cy 
Per 
Cent 
Fr·e- Per 
quen- Cent 
cy 
Fre- Per 
guen- Cent 
cy 
Fre-
ouen-
cy 
Per !Pre-
Cent quen-
cy 
Cent 1: 
II 
I (1) 
I • • .... 
II ..... 
III •••• 
IV ••••• 
v •••••• 
VI ••••• 
(2) 
'71 
'79 
'74 
'73 
95 
83 
Total. 4'75 
(3) 
29.0 
30.5 
·29 .3 
31.'7 
32 .9· 
3'7.0 
31.'7 
(4) (5) 
33 
34 
38 
33 
3'7 
36 
211 
13.5 
13.1 
15.0 
14.4 . 
12.8 
16.1 
14.0 
(6) 
15 
26 
21 
23 
24 
21 
130 
( '7) 
6.1 
10.0 
8.3 
10.0 
8.3 
9.4 
( 8) 
30 
31 
40 
24 
39 
31 
8.'7 195 
-------L-----~--~-----~--~----~----J~--
(9) (10) 
12.2 
12.0 
15.8 
10.4 
13.5 
13.8 
96 
89 
80 
'7'7 
94 
53 
13.0 489 
In City A the parents found the informal note and the 
( 11) 
39.2 
34.4 
I 
31.6 I 
33 .5 . 1 
32.5 . 
23.'7 I 
32.6 I 
I 
I 
plus, average, and minus check list the most acceptable 
systems of reporting in the habit areas. The preference for 
the informal note was indicated by 32.6 per cent, and the 
preference for the plus, average, and minus check list type 
was indicated by 31.'7 per cent of the parents. 
The parents at the first four grade levels indicated the 
I' I 
II 
1 
informal note as the most acceptable reporting system and the 
check list type of plus, average, and minus as their second 
preference. The fifth and sixth grade parents indicated this 
check list type as the most acceptable reporting system and 
the informal note as their second preference. 
The third preference of parents at all grade levels was 
the check for the satisfactory habit and the cross for the 
habit that needs improvement. 
The least acceptable types of reporting in the habit 
areas to City A's parents at all grade levels was the check 
list type of the space for the satisfactory habit and the 
check for the habit that needs improvement, and the check 
list type of "Usually," "At times," and"Seldom." 
J I 
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Table 5. Parent Acceptance of the Parent-Teach er Conference 
as a Means of Reporting -- 1500 Parents, by Grades, 
in City A 
Parent Parent-Teacher Conference 
Acceptance Yea No Item Omitted 
by Grades Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per quency Cent quency Cent quency Cent 
( 1) ( 2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) 1'7) 
I . • .. • ... • . 238 9'7 .• 1 5 2.1 2 0.8 
I I •••••.••• 243 93.8 13 5.0 3 1.2 
I I I •••••••• 233 92.1 15 5.9 5 2.0 
IV. · •••••••• 218 94.8 6 2.6 6 2.6 
v ••...•.•.. 2'79 96.5 8 2.8 2 0.'7 
VI • • • •• • • • • 212 94.6 12 5.4 0 o.o 
Total •••• 1423 94.9 59 3.9 18 1.2 
The parent-teacher conference was almost 100 per cent 
acceptable to City A1 s parents at all grade levels of the 
elementar·y school. First grade parents indicated the highest 
per cent of approval and fifth grade parents indicated the 
second hi ghest per cent of approval. 
It is strong evidence that parents realize th e value of 
the parent-teacher conference as a common meeting ground for 
a better understanding of t heir children, their school, and 
their home. 
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Table 6. Parent Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as a Means of Reporting -- 1500 Parents, by the 
Number of Children in the Family Attending the 
Elementary Schools, in City A 
Parent Parent-Teacher Conference 
-Acceptance Yes No Item Omitted by the 
Number of 
Children in Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
the Family auencv Cent auencv Cent auencv Cent 
-- (1.) ( 2) . (3) ( 4) (5) ( 6) T7) 
One Child ••••••• 766 94.9 30 3.7 11 1.4 
Two Children .••• 520 93.9 27 4.9 7 1.2 
Three Children •• 121 98.4 2 1.6 0 o.o 
Four Children ••• 13 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 
Five Children ••• 3 100.0 0 o.o 0 o.o 
Tot a 1 ••••••••• 1423 94.9 59 3.9 18 1.2 
This table was made to see if the number of children in 
City A's families attending the elementary schools might have 
influenced the parents' acceptance of the parent-teacher 
conference as a means of reporting. The number Of children 
had an insignificant influence upon the parents' acceptance of 
the parent-teacher conference. 
Regardless or the number of children in the family 
attending the elementary schools, parents accepted the parent-
teacher conference with almost 100 per cent approval in most 
cases. In the cases of parents with four or five children 
the approval was unanimously 100 per cent. 
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Table 7. Parent Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as the Only Means of Report i ng -- Parent Acceptance 
of the Parent-Teacher Conf er ence , Combined with a 
Wr itten Report -- 1441 Parents, by Grades, in 
City A 
Parent Parent-Teacher Conference 
Acceptance ~e Only Means Combined with a I tem of Repor ting Written Report Omitted 
by Grades Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
ouenc:v Cent quencv Cent ouencv Cent 
{ 1) (2) ( 3) T4) "(5) I ( 6) ( '7) 
I • • • • . • • • • • 19 '7.9 219 91.3 2 0.8 
I I •••••••• • 2'7 11.0 215 8'7.4 4 1.6 
I I I •••••• • • 20 8.4 209 8'7.8 9 3.8 
IV ••••••• • • 32 14.3 186 83.0 6 2.'7 
v •.•••....• 42 15.0 23'7 84.3 2 0.'7 
VI • ••• • •••• 37 17.5 1'73 81.6 2 0.9 
Tota 1 •••• 177 12.3 1239 86.0 25 1.'7 
This table includes the parents who accepted the parent-
!I 
1/ 
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teacher conference previously, on Table 5. In City A the I• 
parent-teacher conference, combi ned with a written report, 
was much more acceptable to parents at all grade levels than 
the parent-teacher conference as the only means of reporting 
pupil progress. 
The preference for parent-teac her conference, combi ned 
with a written report, was indicated by high per cents, 
ranging from 81.6 per cent to 91.3 per cent by City A's 
parents at all grade levels. 
II 
Table 8. Parent Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as the Only Means of Reporting -- Parent Acceptance 
of the Parent-Teacher Conference, Combined with a 
Written Report -- 1441 Parents, by the Number of 
Children in the Family Attending the Elementary 
Schools, in City A 
Parent Acceptance Parent-Teacher Conference 
by the Number of The Only Meam Combined with a Item Children in the 
Family of Reporting !Written Report Omitted 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
auencv Cent lauenc:v Cent auencv Cent 
( 1) { 2) { 3) ( 4) ( 5) { 6) ( '7) 
One Child •••••••• 106 13.6 661 85.1 10 1.3 
Two Children ••••• 62 11.'7 452 85.8 13 2.5 
Three Children •.• 9 '7.4 110 90.9 2 1.'7 
Four Children •••• 0 0.0 13 100.0 0 o.o 
Five Children •••• 0 o.o 3 100.0 0 0.0 
Total •••••••••. 1'7'7 12.3 1239 86.0 25 1.'7 
I, 
I 
This table includes parents who accepted the parent- j 
teacher conference previously, on Table 6. It was made to see 11 
I 
if the number of children in City A's families attending the 
elementary schools might have influenced the parents' 
preferences of the parent-teacher conference. 
Regardless of the number of children in the family, the 
parents preferred the parent-teacher conference, combined 
with a written report. The range of high per cents is from 
85.1 per cent, indicated by parents with one child, to 100 
per cent, indicated by parents with four or five children. 
Parents with one child or two children indicated 
slightly higher per cents of acceptance of the parent-teacher ,, 
I 
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conference as the only means of reporting, which might show a 
slight influence of this preference because they have the 
least number of children in the family attending the elementary 
schools, and thus would find time more available for more 
frequent conferences. However, these differences in per cents 
are so comparatively small that the influence of the number 
of children upon the parents' preference of the parent-
teacher conference was almost insi gnificant. 
r ) 
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Table 9. Parent Acceptance of the Frequency of Issuance of 
Pupil Progress Reports -- 1500 Parents, by Grades, 
in City A 
Parent Frequency of I ssuance of Repor ts 
Once Three Four lhb.en Other 
Accept- a Times Times Needed Sugges-
Year a Year a Year tiona 
ance Fre - Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Pre Per Fre- !Per 
by Grades quen- Gen t quen Cent quen KJent que n- Cent quen- Cen t 
cv CY' c~; cy cy 
{1) ( 2) I< 3) I< 4) (§) I< 6) i( '7) ( 8) ( 9) ( 10) I< 11 ) 
I • • . • • . • • 0 o. 25 10.2 163 66.6 53 21.6 4 
y 
1.6 
I I ••• • ••• 0 o. 42 16.2 1'74 6'7.2 42 16.2 1 
£1 
0.4 
I I I •• •• •• 0 o. 24 9.5 1'75 69.2 54 21.3 0 o. 
IV ••••••• 2 0.9 29 12.6 154 66.9 42 18.3 3 1 . 3 
23 8.0 189 65.4 25.3 
!!I 
v .••••••• 3 1.0 '73 1 0.3 
c/ 
·vr ••••••• 0 o. 19 8.5 14'7 65.6 56 25.0 2- 0.9 
Total •• 5 0.4 162 10.8 1002 66.8 320 21.3 11 0.'7 
a/The frequency of issuance suggested was every . two months. 
£/The frequency Of issuance suggested was every month. 
.£/The freauency of issuance suggested was five time s a year. 
In City A the most acceptable frequency of issuance of 
reports was four times a year to parents at each grade level. 
over half the parents indicated this pre f erence with a per 
cent range of 65.4 per cent to 69.2 per cent. 
The second prefe rence of parents at each grade level was 
the issuance of reports when they are needed. 
II 
I. 
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The least acceptable frequency of - issuance of repor ts to II 
City A's parents were the frequencies less than four times a II 
year, three times a year, and, especially, once a year. I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I Table 10. Teacher Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the I 
Subject Areas -- 231 Teachers, by Grades, in City A I 
Reporting Systems 
Teacher 5 3 Check List 2 Marks: The 
Accept- letters: letters: of Effort, I nformal A-B-C- s-I-u Skills Sterid- Note 
ance by D-E ing in the Class 
Grades Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy 
__ll) IC 2) (3) ( 4) {5) I C 6) {'7) -<8T ( 9T (10) { 11 ) 
I • .... • 12 25.0 2 4.2 13 2'7.1 18 3'7.5 3 6.2 
I I ••••• 15 3'7.5 2 5.0 10 25.0 8 20.0 5 12.5 
I II •••• 9 25.'7 2 5.'7 11 31.4 8 22.9 5 14.3 
IV ••••• 22 56.4 0 0.0 4 10.3 8 20.5 5 12.8 
v •••..• 12 30.8 4 10.3 10 25.6 8 20.5 5 12.8 
VI •• • • • 8 26.'7 6 20.0 9 30.0 5 16 '7 2 6.6 
Tota.l. '78 33.8 16 6.9 5'7 24.'7 55 23.8 25 10.8 
In City A the most acceptable reporting systems in the 
subject· areas to the teachers were the A-B-C-D-E type and the 
check list of skills. These two types were either first or 
second preferences with the teachers at each grade level. 
The A-B-C-D-E type of reporting was the most acceptable 
system to the second, fourth, and fifth grade teachers. The 
check list of skills was the most acceptable reporting system 
to the third and sixth grade teachers. 
The preference of the first grade teachers was the two-
marks type, one mark for the child's effort, and the other 
mark for his standing in the class in each subject. The 
' 
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check list of skills was the second preference of the first 
grade teachers. 
The two-marks type of reporting system was a third 
preference of the teachers at almost each grade level. 
However, the two-marks type was a second preference of the 
fifth grade teachers. 
The informal note and the "s-I-U" reporting systems 
were the least acceptable to City A's teachers at each grade 
level. The lowest per cents indicated for the informal note 
were by the first grade and the sixth grade teachers. 
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Table 11. Teacher Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the 
Subject Areas -- 231 Teachers, by the Number of 
Children in their Classes, in City A 
Repor ting Systems 
Teacher 5 3 Check List 2 Marks: The 
Accept- letter a: letters: of Effort , Informal 
anee by A-B-C- S-I-U Skills Stand- Note 
t h e D-E ing in 
Number the Class 
of Chil-
dren in Fr e- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- ~er 
Classes quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy 
(1) ( 2) {3) I { 4) ( 5) ( 6) (7) (8) (9) I( 101 ( 11) 
14-19 •• 2 66.7 0 o. 0 o. . o o. 1 33.3 
20-24 •• 0 o. 4 14.3 10 37.7 5 17.9 6 21.4 
25-29 •• 0 0. 7 7.5 20 21.3 . 27 28.7 8 8.5 
30-34 •• 0 o. 5 6.4 19 24.4 17 21.8 5 6.4 
35-39 •• 1 33.3 0 o. 8 28.6 6 21.4 5 17.9 
Total. 78 33.8 16 6.9 57 24.7 55 23 . 8 25 10.8 
This table was made to see if the number of children in 
City A's teachers' classes might have influenced the teachers' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
preferences of reporting in the subject areas. 1
1 The influence was almost insignificant. Regardless of the 
size of the teachers' classes, the most acceptable systems of 
reporting to almost all the teachers wer·e the A-B-C-D-E type 
and the check list of skills in each subject. 
The one slight case of influence mi ght have been with the 1 · 
small sampling of teachers with classes of children under the 
number of 25, who indicated slightly higher per cents of 
acceptance of the unpopular type of reporting in the subject 
areas, the informal note. 
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! Table 12. Teacher Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the 
Subject Areas -- 231 Teachers,, by their Years of 
Teaching Experience, in City A 
Teacher Reporting Systems 
Accept- 5 3 Check List 2 Marks: 
ance by letters: letters: of Eff ort, The 
the A-B-C- S-I-U Number Skills Stand- Informal D-E ing in Note 
of Years the Class 
of Thach-
ing Ex - Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre - Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
perience quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy 
. 
1-5 ••••• 20 21.5 6 6.5 19 20.4 32 34.4 16 1'7.2 
6-10 •••• 14 50.0 2 '7.1 '7 25.0 4 14.3 1 3.6 
11-15 • •• '7 31.8 2 9.1 6 2'7.3 5 22.'7 2 9.1 
16-20 ••. '7 46.'7 0 o. 4 26.'7 3 20 .o 1 6.6 
21-25 ••• 9 3'7.5 2 8.3 6 25.0 4 16.'7 3 12.5 
26-30 ••• 4 30.8 0 o. 6 46.1 1 '7.'7 2 15.4 
31 &over 17 47.2 4 11.1 9 25.0 6 16.7 0 o. 
Tota 1 •• 78 33.8 16 6.9 5'7 24.7 55 23.8 25 10.8 
This table was made to see if the number of years of 
teaching experience might have influenced the preferences of 
City A's teachers of reporting in the subject areas. 
The teachers with only 1 to 5 years of teaching experi-
ence might have been influenced in their preference by their 
least number of years of teaching exp erience. This is the 
only group of teachers who deviated from the preferences of 
the A-B-C-D-E type of reporti ng or the check list of skills. 
The most acceptable system of reporting to them was the two-
marks type, one for the child's effort, and one for his 
I! 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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II 
standing in the class in each subject. 
Experienced teachers with 26 to 30 years of experience 
might have been influenced by their number of years of 
teaching experience to indicate almost 50 per cent preference 
for the check list of skills in reporting. 
On the other hand, experienced teachers with 16 to 20 
years of experience, and teachers with 31 and more years of 
teaching experience might have been influenced by the1.r num-
ber of years of experience to indicate their almost 50 per 
cent preference for the A-B-C-D-E reporting system in the 
subject areas. 
The number of years of teaching experience seems to have 
had some influence upon the teachers' preferences of the 
reporting systems in the subject areas. However, some of 
the difference in the degree of acceptance noted in Table 12 
may be due to small number of cases in each group. 
il ,, 
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Table 13. Teacher Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the 
Habit Areas -- Work Habits, Health Habits, and 
Social Habits -- 231 Teachers, by Grades, in City A !j 
I' 
., 
Teacher Reporting by Check List of Habits 
Accept- ltwell v'satisfac- Sa tisfac-Developed tory tory Usually The 
ance Average xNeeds ~Needs At Time a Inf ormal Needs Improve- Improve- Seldom Note 
by Strength- ment ment 
ening 
Grades -Unsatis-factory 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quen- Cent quen- Cent ouen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy 
(1) (2) ( 3) ( 4 ) ( 5) ( 6) ( '7) (8) ( 9) (10) (11) 
I • • • • .. 11 22.9 10 20.8 12 25.0 6 12.5 9 18.8 
II ••• • • 8 20.0 10 25.0 10 25.0 8 20.0 4 ro.o 
I II •••. 8 22.9 11 31.4 8 22.9 6 1'7.1 2 5.'7 
IV ••••• 12 30.8 6 15.4 '7 1'7.9 10 25.6 4 10.3 
v .....• 8 20.5 8 20.5 10 25.6 10 25.'7 3 '7.'7 
VI •• · ••• 3 10 .o 11 36.'7 8 26.'7 '7 23.3 1 3.3 
Total. 50 21.'7 56 24.3 55 I 23 .a 4'7 20.3 23 9.9 
. 
·--
In City A the most acceptable system of reporting in the 
habi t areas to the teachers was one of the check list type s. 
No check list was a predominant preference or a predominant 
dislike, as the spread of per cents was within a small range. 
However, the first grade teach ers' preference in report-
ing in the habit areas was the check list type of the space 
fOr the satisfactor y habit and the check for the habit that 
needs improvement. The second grade teachers were equally 
I 
I 
II 
divided between this preference and the check list type of the II 
s~ 
check and the cross. The third grade and the sixth teachers' 
preference was the check list type of the check and the cross. 
The fourth grade teachers 1 preference was the check list type 
of plus, average, and minus type. The fifth grade teachers' 
preferences were equally divided between two check list 
types, the "Usually, At Times, and Seldom, 11 and the space for J· 
a satisfactory habit and a check for the habit that needs 
improvement. 
The teachers at each grade level did indicate most 
strongly that any one of the check list types of reporting in 
the habit areas was more acceptable than the informal note 
type of reporting. Their indicati on of acceptance of the 
informal note was as low as 9.9 per cent. The first grade 
teachers, with their 18.8 per cent indication of acceptance 
of the informal note, indicated the highest per cent. 
II 
I 
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Table 14. Teacher Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the 
Habit Areas -- Work Habits, Health Habits, and 
Social Habits -- 231 Teachers, by the Number of 
Children in their Classes, in City A 
Reporting by Check Lists of Habits 
Teacher fi-Well 
Accept- Developed 
ance by Average visa ti sfac- Satisfac-
the Needs tory tory Usually The Strength-Number xNeeds .~'Needs At Times Informal 
of Chil- ening Improve- Improve- Seldom Note 
-Unsatis-dren in .Pi:! nt Drv ment . ment · 
-,-.---Classes Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per F're- Per 
quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen Cen t 
cy cy cv cy_ CY 
(1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) (6) ( '7) ( 8) ( 9) (10) ( 11) 
14-19 .• 1 33.3 · 0 o. 1 33.3 0 o. 1 33.3 
20-24 •• 9 32.1 '7 25.0 6 21.4 3 10. '7 3 10.8 
25-29 •• 21 22.3 23 24.5 26 2'7.'7 1'7 18.1 '7 '7.4 
30-34 .• 15 19.2 21 26.9 15 19.2 20 25.'7 '7 9._0 
35-39 •• 4 14.3 5 1'7.9 '7 25.0 '7 25.0 5 1'7.8 
Total. 50 21. '7 56 24.3 55 23.8 4'7 20.3 23 9.9 
This table was made to see if the number of children in 
I 
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City At s teachers 1 classes might have influenced the teachers' 
11
, 
preferences of reporting in the habit areas. 
This influence was insignificant, as the teachers' spread 
of per cents among the check lists was within close range. 
Regardless of the size of teachers' classes, no check list 
I 
J was a predominant preference or a predominant dislike. I I 
I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
The informal note was the least acceptable system of 
reporting in the habit areas to City A's teachers, regardless I 
I, 
11 
of the number of children in their classes. 
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Table 15. 
Teacher 
Accept-
ance by 
Teacher Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the 
Habit Areas -- Work Habits, Health Habits, and 
Social Habits -- 231 Teachers, by their Years of 
Teaching Experience, in City A 
Reporting by Check List of Habits 
twell 
Developed 
/satisfac-Average Satisfac- Usually The 
the Needs tory tory At Times Informal 
number Strength- xNeeds /Needs Seldom Note 
of Years ening Improve- Improve-
of 'lSach- -Unsati s- ment ment 
ing Ex- factor v 
perience Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
cv cv cy cv cv 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) { 5) { 6) ('7) (8} 19Y (10) 1111 
1-5 •..•• 21 22.6 1'7 18.3 18 19.3 23 24.'7 14 15.1 
6-10 •••• 5 1'7.9 9 32.1 '7 25.0 7 25.0 0 o. 
11-15 ••• 4 18.2 3 13.6 6 , 2'7.3 7 31.8 2 9.1 
16-20 ••• 5 33.3 4 26.'7 2 13.3 1 6.7 3 20.0 
21-25 ••• 4 16.'7 '7 29.2 8 33.3 3 12.5 2 8.3 
26-30 ••• 3 23.0 3 23.1 4 30.8 1 '7.7 2 15.4 
3l&over. 8 22.2 13 36.1 10 27.8 5 13.9 0 o. 
Tota 1. 50 21.7 56 24.3 55 23.8 47 20.3 23 9.9 
This table was made to see if the number of years of 
• teaching experience might have influenced City A's teachers' 
preferences of reporting in the habit areas. 
The influence was insignificant. Regardless of the 
number of years of experience the teachers' preferences of 
reporting were scattered among the check list types with no 
11 predominant preference or dislike. 
within a close range. 
The per cents were spread 
Regardless of the years of experience, the informal note 
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was one of the least acceptable systems of reporting in the 
habit areas. The informal note was unanimously rejected by 
teachers with 6 to 10 years of experience, as well as 
unanimously rejected by teachers with 31 and more years of 
exp eri enc e • 
Table 16. Teacher Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as a Means of Reporting -- 231 Teachers, by Grades, 
in City A 
Parent-Teacher Conference 
Teacher 
Acceptance Yes No Item Omitted 
by Grades Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent quency Cent auency Cent 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) 
I .......... 43 89.5 5 10.5 0 o. 
I I •.......• 33 82.5 7 17.5 0 o. 
I I I .•.••..• 29 82.9 6 17.1 0 0. 
IV ••••••••• 30 76.9 9 23.1 0 o. 
v ..•...•... 24 61.5 13 33.3 2 5.2 
VI ••••••••• 22 73.3 7 23.3 1 3.4 
To ta 1 •••. 181 78.4 47 20.3 3 1.3 
In City A the parent-teacher conference as a means of 
reporting was accepted with 78.4 per cent approval by the 
I I teachers. The teachers at all grade levels indicated the 
1 acceptance of the parent-teacher conference by a per cent 
range of 61.5 per cent to 89.5 per cent. The highest per cent 
of apProval was indicated by the first grade teachers. 
However, one fifth of the teachers did not approve of 
the parent-teacher conference. The highest indication of 
disapproval was by the fifth grade teachers, with 33.3 
per cent. 
This acceptance in City A might be partially due to the 
local situation of the parent-teacher conferences. In this 
I city conferences are held after school hours at the request 
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of teachers or parents, or at Parent-Teacher Association 
meetings, with an inadequate time allowance. 
'I I: 
. I 
I 
I 
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Table 17. Teacher Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as a Means of ~eporting -- 231 Teachers, by the 
Numbe r of Children in their Glasses, in City A 
Teacher Acceptance Parent-Teacher Confe r.ence 
by the Number of -
Children in Yes No Item Omitted 
Classes Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Gent quency Cent quency Cent 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3) _w_ ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) 
14-19 ............. 3 100. .o o. 0 o. 
20 -24 ............. 24 85.7 4 14.3 0 o. 
25-29 ............. 75 79.8 18 19.1 1 1.1 
30-34 ............. 58 74.4 19 24.4 1 1.2 
35-39 ............. 21 75.0 6 21.4 1 3.6 
Total ........... 181 78.4 47 20.3 3 1.3 
This table was made to see if the number of children in 
City A's teachers' classes might have influenced the te achers' 
acceptance of the parent-teacher conference as a means of 
reporting. 
The size of the classes might have had a sli ght influence 
upon the slightly higher per cents of approval of the parent-
teacher conference indicated by the teachers with classes of 
less than 25 children. Also, in a similar way, the size of 
classes might have had a slight influence upon the slightly 
higher per cents of disappr oval of the parent-teacher 
conference indicated by the teachers with the largest classes. 
jl 
I 
I 
\ 
II 
I 
These teachers mi gh t have considered the time element involved I 
in conferences. 11 
II Regardless of the number of children in their cl a sses, I 
I 
;I 
I 
the parent-teacher conference was accepted with the approval 1! 
of a per cent range of 74.4 per cent to 100 per cent by II 
City A's teachers. 
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Table 18. Teacher Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as a Means of Reporting -- 231 Teachers, by their 
Number of Year s of Teaching Experience, in City A 
Teacher Acceptance Parent-Teacher Conference 
by the Number of Yes No Item Omit ted Yea r s of Teaching 
Experience Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
auency Cent ouencv Cent , auencv Cent 
( 1) (2) ( 3) ( 4) (5) (6) ( 7) 
1 .. 5 . ............. 78 83.9 15 16.1 0 o. 
6-10 . ............ 24 85.7 4 14.3 0 o. 
11-15 ............ 16 72.7 6 27.3 0 0. 
16-20 ............ 8 53.3 7 46.7 0 o. 
21-25 ••••••••••.• 18 75.0 4 16.7 2 8.3 
26-30 ............ 11 84.6 2 15.4 0 o. 
31 and over •• ~ •• • 26 72.2 9 25.0 1 2.8 
Total ••.•••••• 181 78.4 47 20.3 3 1.3 
This table was made t o see if the number of years of 
teach ing exper i ence might have influenced City A' s teachers' 
acceptance of the parent-teacher conference as a means of 
reporting. 
The fewer year s of t eaching experience might have 
influenced . the higher per cents of acceptance of the parent-
teacher conference by the teachers with 10 years and less 
experience. On the other hand, there was a high per cent of 
acceptance of the parent-teacher conference by the teachers 
with 26 to 30 years or experience . 
I 
II 
(I 
I 
I 
II 
Regardless or the number of years of teaching experience, I 
teachers in City A approved of the parent-teacher conference 
with a range of 53.3 per cent to 85.7 per cent. 
r •, 
rG'i:. 
There seems to bave been some influence of the number 
II 
II 
1) 
I 
of years of teaching experience upon the teachers' acceptance, I 
I 
but how much influence was questionable. 11 
Table 19. Teacher Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as the Only Means of Reporting -- Teacher Acceptance 
of the Parent-Teacher Conference, Combined with a 
Written Report -- 184 Teachers, by Grades, in City A 
Parent-Teacher Conference 
Teacher The Only Means Combined with a Item 
Acceptance of Reporting .Written Report Omitted 
by Grades Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
louency Cent quency Cent ouencv Cent 
(1) ( 2) (3) ( 4} (5) (6) ( '7) 
I • .. • • ... • 9 20.9 33 '76.'7 1 2.4 
I I •••••••• 6 18.2 2'7 81.8 0 o. 
II I ....••• 4 13.8 24 82.'7 1 3.5 
IV .••••••• 4 · 13.3 25 83.3 1 3.4 
v ......... 2 '7.'7 24 92.3 ·o o. 
VI • • • • • ••• 2 8.'7 20 86.9 1 4.4 
Total ••• 2'7 14.'7 153 83.1 4 2.2 
··--· 
This table inc.ludes the teachers who accepted the 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
parent-teacher conference previously in Table 16. In City A I 
the parent-teacher conference, combined with a writ ten re port, il 
was much more acceptable to teachers at all grade levels 
than the parent-teacher conference as the only means of 
re porting . The indication of this preference was high , with 
83.1 per cent as the total for the teachers. The teachers 
all grade levels preferred the parent-teacher conference 
combined with a written report by a per cent range of 76.7 
92.3 per cent. 
Small as the per• cents are, the first and second grade 
teachers indicated higher per cents of acceptance of the 
parent-teacher conference as the only means of reporting. 
at 
to 
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Table 20. Teacher Acceptance of the Par ent-Teacher Conference 
as the Only Means of Reporting -- Teacher Acceptance 
c of Parent-Teacher Conference, ombined with a I Written Report 
--
184 Teachers, by the Number of 
Children in their Classes, in City A I 
Parent-Teacher Conference i 
Teacher Acceptance I 
by the Number of The Only Means Combined with e Item 
II Children in of Rep orting Written Report Omitted 
Classes Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre - Per I! 
quency Cent quency Cent quency Cent I ( 1) ( 2) (3) ( 4) (51 (6} {7) I 
2 I 14-19 •••••••••.•• 1 33.3 66.7 0 o. I 
20 .. 24 . ........... 4 16.7 19 79.2 1 4.1 I 
25-29 •••••••••••• 9 11.8 66 86.8 1 1.4 
30-34 ............ 7 11.9 52 88.1 0 o. I 
35-39 . ........... 6 27.3 14 63.6 2 9.1 
Total .......... 27 14.7 153 83.1 4 2.2 I 
I 
I 
This table includes the teachers who accepted the I 
I 
parent-teacher conference previously, in Table 19. The table 
'I 
was made to see if the number of children in the teachers' I 
classes might have influenced the teachers' preferences of the I 
parent-teacher conference as a means of reporting. 
In City A the number of children in teachers' classes 
might have slightly influe nced the acceptance of some of the 
· teachers with the largest classes. This group of teachers 
indicated next to the highest per cent of preference of the 
parent-teacher conference as the only means of reporting. 
They might have been considering the details that encumber a 
large number of written reports. 
The influence or the size of teachers' classes seemed 
I 
I 
67. 
slight, as teachers, re gardless of the number of children in 
their classes, indicated preference for the parent-teacher 
conference, combined with a written report, by a per cent 
range of 63.6 to 88.1 per cent. 
~ 
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Table 21. I Teacher Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference I 
as the Only Means of Reporting -- Teacher Acceptance \ 
of the Parent-Teacher Conference, Combined with a I\ 
Written Report -- 184 Teachers, by the Number of 
Years of their Teaching Experience, in City A 11 
ij 
Parent-Teacher Conference il il Teacher Acceptance 
by the Number of The Only Means Combined with e Item I. 
Years of Teaching of Rep orting Written Report Omitted II 
Experience Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per I 
quency Cent quency Cent quency Cent I ( 1) (2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) (7) 
1-5 . ............ 17 21.8 60 76.9 1 1.3 
6-10 .... ' ....... 3 12.5 21 87.5 
I 
11-15 ... ........ 0 o. 16 100. 
16-20 ........... 0 o. 8 100. 
21-25 . .......... 5 25.0 13 65. 2 10.0 
26-30 ........... 1 9.1 10 90.9 
31 and o ve r ••••• 1 3.7 25 92.6 1 3.7 I 
Total ••.•••••• 27 14.7 153 83.1 4 2.2 
I 
This table includes the teachers who acCepted the parent- !I 
teacher conference previously in Table 18. The table was 
made to see if the number of years of teaching experience 
influenced City A's teachers' preferences of the parent-
teacher conference as a means of reporting. 
In City A the years of exp erience seemed to have had only 
slight influence upon the teachers' preferences. Seventeen 
o~ the 78 teachers with 5 years or less or experience 
indicated a preference for the parent-teacher conference as 
the only means of reporting. 
li 
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Table 22. Teacher Acceptance of the Frequency of Issuance of 
Pupil Progress Reports -- by Grades, in City A 
Freouenc y of Issuance of Reports 
Teacher 
Once Three Four When Other 
Accept- a Times Times Needed Sugges-
Year a Year a Year tiona 
ance Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen Cen t 
by Grades cy cy cy cy cy 
_( 1) I( 2) I ( 3) ( 4) { 5) {6) (7) ( 8) (9) ( 10) _ _ (11) 
I • • • . • ... 2 4.2 19 39.6 16 33.3 9 18.7 2 4.2 
I I ..••.•. 0 o. 9 22.5 23 57.5 7 17.5 1 2.5 
I I I ••..•• 0 o. 12 34.3 l5 42.9 7 20.0 1 2.8 
IV ••••••• 0 o. 10 25.6 17 43.6 7 17.9 5 12.9 
v ••.••••• 0 o. 3 7.7 24 61.5 11 28.2 1 2.6 
VI ••••••• 0 o. 9 30.0 14 46.7 7 23.3 0 G. 
Total •• 2 9.0 62 26.8 109 47.2 48 20.8 16" 4.3 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!/Twice a year was the freouency of issuance of reports I 
· suggested by each one of a small sampling of 10 of City A's 
teachers. I 
I 
In City A the most acceptable freouency of issuance of 
pupil progress reports was four times a year to teachers at 
Three times a year was II 
I the preference of the first grade teachers. However, four 1 
all grade levels, with one exception. 
1 times a year was indicated by the teachers at al most all gr ade 
I 
levels with a per cent range of 33.3 to 61.5 per cent. 
The second preference for the issuance of reports by 
1 teachers at almost all grade levels was t hree times a year. 
Fi f th grade teachers' second preference was the issuance of 
reports when they are needed. Issuing reports when they are 
· needed was the third preference of most teachers. 
70 
The least acceptable frequency of issuance of pupil 
progress reports to City A's teachers at all grade levels 
was once a year. 
71 
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Table 23. Teacher Acceptance of the Frequency of Issuance of 
Pupil Progress Reports -- 231 Teachers, by the 
Number of Children in their Classes, in City A 
I 
I II 
II 
· Teacher Frequency of Issuance of Reports 
Accept-
ance by Once Three Four When Other the a Times Times Needed Sug ges-Number Year a Year a Year tiona lof Ghil-
,dren in Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
1 their quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
jClasses cy cy cy cy cy 
I ( 1) (2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6 ) ( '7) ( 8_)_ (9_) (_10 ) (11) 
I 
! 14-19 ••• 0 o. 1 33 .3 2 66. '7 0 o. 0 o. 
120- 24 ••• 0 o. 13 46.4 9 32.1 4 14.3 2 '7.2 
125-29 ••• 1 1.3 24 25.5 46 48.9 20 21.2 3 3.1 
I 0 · 0. 19 24.4 40 51.3 14 1'7.9 5 6.4 ' 30-34 ••• 
35-39 ••• 1 3.6 5 1'7.9 12 42.8 10 35.'7 0 o. 
Tota 1 •• 2 9.0 62 26.8 109 4'7.2 48. 20.8 10!/ 4.3 
! 
-- 1..--
a/Twice a year was the frequency of issuance of repor ts sug-
- gested by each one of a small sampling of 10 of City A's 
I 
teachers. 
This table was made to see if the number of children in 
City A's teachers' classes mi ght have influenced the teachers' 
preference of the frequency of issuance of reports. The only 
I !teachers that seemed to have been influenced by the size of 
I 
!their classes were the teachers with the largest classes, who 
I 
I jwere the only group of teachers who indicated the issuance of 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
reports when they are needed as a se cond preference. They mi ght ! 
h ave been considering the details that encumber a lar ge number 
of reports. The number of children in teachers' classes seemed II 
1to have had slight influence upon the teachers' preferences. 
!I 
I' 
I 
i 
I 
I 
Regardless of the size of the classes, the most accept-
able frequency of issuance of pupil progress reports was 
four times a year to almost all groups of teachers. However, 
r 
the issuance of three times a year was most acceptable to 
teachers with classes of 20 to 24 children. 
I 
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Table 24. Teacher Acceptance of the Frequency of Issuance of 
Pupil Progress Reports -- 231 Teachers, by t h eir 
Number of Years of Teaching Experience, in City A 
- -
Teacher Frequency of Issuance of Reports II Accept- II 
ance by 
Once Three Four When Other II the 
Number a Times Times Needed Sugges-
r of Years Year a Ye ar a Year tions 
of Teach- Fre - Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre - Per II ing quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent Experience cy cy cy cy cy 
I ( l) (2} ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) (6) ( '7) (8) ( 9~) ( 101 (ll) 
I 
1-5 . ...... 0 o. 25 26.9 38 40 . 8 28 30 . 1 2 2.2 I I 
6-10 •••••• 0 o. '7 25.0 1'7 60.'7 2 '7.2 2 '7.1 
11-15 ••••. 0 o. '7 31.8 12 54.6 2 9.1 1 4.5 
16-20 ••.•• 0 o. 3 20.0 10 66.'7 2 13.3 0 o. 
21-25 • . .•• l 4 . 2 6 25.0 12 50.0 4 1 6.'7 l 4.1 
26-30 • •• •• 0 o. 5 38.4 4 30 .8 4 30.8 0 o. 
31 and over l 2.8 9 25.0 16 44.4 6 16.'7 4 11.1 
Total ••• 2 9.0 62 26.8 109 4'7 . 2 4 8 20 . 8 10~/ 4.3 I 
a/Twice a year was the frequency of issuance of reports aug- I I 
- gested by each one of a small sampling of 10 of City A's 
teachers. 
This table was made to see if the number of years of 
t e aching experience might have influenced City A's t eachers ' I 
preferences of the frequency of issuance of reports. Teachers ' ! 
years of exper ience seems to have had only slight influence 
up on their preference s. However, the only teachers to have 
indicated the issuance of reports three times a year as a 
f i rst preferenc e were the group with 26 t o 30 years of 
experience . Their exper i enc e might have influenced thi s pref -
erence as they have indicated t hey felt it was preferable to 
four times a year. 
Except for this group, regardless of the number of years 
of teaching experience, four times a year frequency of 
issuance of reports was the most acceptable to the teachers. 
The total per cent for this preference was high, 47.2 per cent. 
Regardless of the number of years of teaching experience, 
I 
I 
' 
~ 
i 
three times a year issuance of reports was a second preference 11 
,I 
,, 
of most of the teachers. The .least acceptable frequency of 
issuance to all teachers was once a year. 
II 
I 
I . 
I 
I 
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Table 25. Principal Acceptance of Reporting Systems 
Subject Areas -- 12 Principals, in City A 
-
Reporting Systems 
Prin- 2 Marks : 
cipal 5 > 3 Check List Effort, letters: letters: of Stand-
Accept- A-B-C- S-I-U Skills ing in 
D-E the Class 
ance Fre- Per Fre - Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
cy cy cy cy 
(1) I< 2) {3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( '7) { 8) ( 9l_ 
Tota 1 •• 3 25.0 1 8.3 5 41.'7 2 16.7 
-
in the 
-
The 
Informal 
Note 
Fre- Per 
quen- Cent 
cy 
( 10) (lll 
1 8.3 
In City A the check list of skills was the most accept-
able system of reporting in the subject areas to the princi-
pals. This acceptance was indicated by the high per cent of 
41.7. The A-B-C-D-E .type was the second preference, which was 
II 
I 
' I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I; 
II 
indicated by 25 per cent of the principals. The third pref- II 
erence of reporting systems in the subject area s was the two-
marks type. This system was preferred by two of the 12 
principals. 
The informa 1 note and the S-I -U types were the 1 east 
acceptable reporting systems in the subject areas to City A's 
1 principals. Each of these systems was preferred by one 
principal. 
I 
' I 
II 
I ,I 
II 
II 
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Table 26. Principal Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the 
Habit Areas -- Work Habits, Health Habits, and 
Social Habits -- 12 Principals, in City A 
-
Reporting by Check Lists of Habits 
Prin- +Well 
Developec 
.lsatisfac-cipal Average Satisfac-
Needs tory tory Usually The 
Accept- Stre'ngth- :x.Needs ./Needs At Times Informal 
ening Improve Improve- Seldom Note 
lance -Unsatis- ment ment factorv 
I 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
cv cv cy cy cy 
{ 1) ( 2) {3) { 4) { 5) { 6) ( '7) ( 8) T9T flO) ( 11} 
Total •• 2 16.'7 6 50 .o .1 8.3 2 16.'7 1 8.3 
The least acceptable systems of reporting in the habit 
areas to City A's principals were the informal note and the 
check list type of a space for the satisfactory habit and a 
check for the habit that needs improvement. Each of these 
•systems was preferred by one principal. 
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Table 27. Principal Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher I 
Conference as a Means of Reporting - - 12 Principals, I' 
in City A 
Parent-Teacher Conference · 
-Principa 1 
Yes No Item Omi tted 
Acceptance Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent quency Cent quency Cent 
( 1) ( 2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) 17) 
Tota 1 ••• 12 100 0 0 0 0 
It is apparent that Ci t y A's principals unanimously 
accepted the parent-teacher conference as a means of reporting .I 
. I 
Table 28. Principal Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Confer-
ence as the Only Means of Reporting -- Principal 
Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference, 
Combi ned with a Written Report -- 12 Principals, 
in City A 
Parent-Teacher Conference 
-
Prin cipal The Only Means Combined with a Item 
of Reporting Written Report Omitted 
Acceptance Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent quency Cent quency Cent 
( 1) ( 2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 61 ( '1) 
To tal ••• 0 0 11 91.7 1 8.3 
In City A the parent-teacher conference, combined with a 
written report , was almost the unanimous preference of the 
principals • The one exception was the principal who omitted 
to answer the item on his questionnaire. 
" 
I 
II 
Table 29. Principal Acceptance of the Frequency of Issuance 
of Pupil Progress Reports -- 12 Principals , in 
City A 
Frequencv of Issuance of Re}lorts 
Once Three Four VVhen Other 
Prin- a Times Times Needed Sugge s-
cipal Year a Year a Year t i ona 
Accept- Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
ance quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy 
(1) ( 21 (3) (4) ( 5) (6) ('7) 18) (g) {10) ( lll 
Total. 0 0 4 33.3 '7 58.4 1 8.3 0 0 
Four times a year was the most acceptable frequency of 
i' 
'I 
II 
I' 
I 
l 
I 
I 
issuance of pupil progress reports to City A's principals. I 
This was the preference of over half of the principals. It 
was strongly indicated by 58.4 per cent. 
Three times a year was the principals' second preference. I 
This frequency of issuance was preferred by four of the 12 
principals, and it was indicated by 33.3 per cent. 
The preference of one principal was the issuance of 
reports when they are needed. The frequency of issuance of 
pupil progress reports once a year was unanimously rejected 
by the principals. 
' 
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Table 30. Types of Questionnaires Distributed in City B 
Types of Number Number Per Cent 
Q.uestionnaires Distributed Returned Returned 
_( 1) (21 ( 3) ( 4) 
Parent •• ••• 3'74 302 80.'7 
Teache·r •.•• '70 '70 100 .0 
Princ ipa l •• 10 10 100.0 
Total •••• 454 382 84.1 
Four hundred fifty-four questionnaires were distributed 
in City B. Previous to the distribution of 3'74 questionnaires 
to the fourth grade parents, ·the supervisor of elementary 
education met with groups of parents, representing each fourth 
grade throughout the city, to discuss present acceptance of 
pupil progress reports. Table 30 indicates that 302 or 80.'7 
per cent of the parent questionnaires were returned. 
Questionnaires were distributed personally by the writers 
to the elementary teachers and principals of grades one through 
six. There was a 100 per cent return in each case. 
II 
II 
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i Table 32. Parent Acceptance of Reporting Systems in Habit 
Areas -- Work Habits, Health Habits, and Social 
Habits -- 302 Fourth-Grade Parents, in City B 
Repor t i ng by Check Lists of Habits 
. 
+Well 
Developed 
.lsatisfac-Average Satisfac -
Needs tory tory Usually The 
strength- xNeeds .!Needs At Times Informal Other 
ening Improve- Improve- Seldom Note 
-Unsatis- ment ment 
factory 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- !Per 
quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy cy 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3) (4) ( 5) ( 6) ('7) If 8) (g) (10) ( 11) I< 12) 
14'7 48.'7 25 8.2 13 4.3 24 '7.9 45 14.9 48 15.9 
__ ..__ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
II 
I 
Table 32 indicates tha t 14'7 or 48. '7 per cent of the 11 
I 
fourth-grade parents, in Cit y B, preferred the plus, average, I 
minus means of reporting habit areas . This is the method of 
reporting being used at the present time in the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth grades. 
Forty-eight or 15.9 per cent, preferred other means of 
reporting in the habit areas; while 45 or 14.9 per cent 
preferred to receive the informal note from the teacher . 
tl 
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Table 33. Parent Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as a Means of Reporting -- 302 Fourth-Grade Parents, 
in City B 
Parent-Teacher Conference 
Parent Yes No Item Omitted Acceptance 
by Grade 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent quency Cent quency Cent 
( 1) ( 2) (3) { 4) ( 5) (6l ('7) 
IV 25'7 85.1 9 3.0 36 11.9 
The parent-teacher conference was acceptable to 85.1 
I per cent of the 266 parents who indicated their preference on 
method of reporting. Only nine, or 3 per cent, did not this 
find it an acceptable means of reporting. 
83 
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I Table 34. Parent Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as a Means of Reporting by the Number of Children 
in the Family Attending the Elementary Schools --
257 Fourth-Grade Parents, in City B 
Parent Parent-Teacher Conference 
Acceptance 
by the 
Number· of Yes No Item Omitted 
Children in 
Family Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per quency Cent quency Cent quency Cent 
- (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) { 6) (7) 
One Child ••..• 147 85.5 4 2.3 21 12.2 
Two Children .• 87 86.1 3 3.0 11 10.9 
Three Children. 23 82.1 2 7.1 3 10.7 
Four Children. 0 o. 0 o. 0 1. 
Total ••••••• 257 85.1 9 3.0 36 11.9 
Table 34 indicates that the number of children in the 
family slightly influenced parents' acceptability of the 
conference. Over 82 per cent of the parents with three chil-
dren accepted the conference, while 86 pe1• cant of those with 
two children indicated they favored the conference method. 
The largest number of parents reporting had only one child. 
85.5 per cent of these parents favored the parent-teacher 
conference. 
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Table 35. Parent Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as the Only Means of Reporting-- Parent Acceptance 
of the Parent-Teacher Conference Combined with a 
Written Report -- 25? Fourth-Grade Parente, in 
Parent 
Accep tance 
by Grade 
( 1} 
IV 
City B 
Parent-Teacher Conference 
Only Means Combined with a Item 
of Reporting Written Report Omitted 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent ouencv Cent lauencv Cent 
(2) (3) (4) ( 5) ( 6) (?} 
26 10.1 228 88.? 3 1.2 
I '~ I 
I s;: 
I 
I 
!I 
,, 
I! 
I 
In Table 35, the frequency distribution shows that parents J 
indicated a strong preference for the parent-teacher conference 
combined with a written report. Only 10.1 of the 25? parents 
who favored the conference preferred to have it used as the 
only means of reporting. 
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Table 36. Parent Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference ~ 
as the Only Means of Reporting -- Parent Acceptance ~~~ 
I 
of the Parent-Teacher Conference Combined with a 1 
\ 
Written Report by the Number of Children in the II 
Family Attending Elementary School -- 257 Fourth-
Grade Parents, in City B j 
==========::::;:==:=========================== I! 
Parent 
Acceptance 
by Number 
of Children 
in Family 
(l) 
One Child •••••• 
Two Children ••. 
Three Children. 
Tota 1 •••••••• 
----,----.----llll Item 
Omitted 
Parent-Teacher Conference 
Only Means Combined with 
of Reporting a Written Report 
Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent quency Cent 
(2) (3) (4) (5) 
15 10.2 130 88.4 
10 11.5 76 87.4 1.1 21 1.4 I 
1--~~~~~--+--=~~~~~--r-~0~--~~o~·---- II 
I
I 
1.2 
l 4.3 22 95.7 
26 10.1 228 88.7 3 
From the frequency distribution in Table 36, it is 
!evident that the parents with three children were more highly 
' 
in favor of having the parent-teacher conference combined with 
1a written report. 88.7 per cent of all parents who favored the 
!conference method preferred to have the conference combined 
' I 
~ with a written report. 
I 
I 
., 
I 
II 
i 
i 
I 
,{ 
II 
II 
,, 
,, 
I 
Table 37. Parent Ac ceptance of the Frequency of Issuance of 1,1 
Pupil Progress Reports -- 302 Fourth-Grade Parents, 
in City B 
I 
'===================================================== 
I 
Once Three 
a Times 
Year a Year 
Fre- Per Fre- 1P 
quen- cent quen-P 
cy cy 
( 2) (3) 
Frequency of Issuance of Reports 
Four 
Times 
a Year 
er Fre- IPer 
ent quen-pent 
cy 
( 4) I{ 5) I( 6) 
When 
Needed 
Fre- !Per 
quen- Cent 
cy 
{ 7) I( 8) 
Other 
Sugges-
tions 
Fre-
quen-
cy 
I( 9) 
Per 
Cent 
TlOT ( 1) 
I ij 
1.7 
Item 
Omitted 
Fre- Per 
quen- Cent 
cy 
-( 11) ( 12) 
24 7.9 
II 
I 
I 
II 
1 ---2~ __ o_._7~-l-5~-5-·-o~2-1_3 __ ~~-~o_. _5._4_3---~1~4-.2~5-----~--~---~~------
! ~/one parent preferred four reports combines with reports when I 
' needed. 
One parent preferred conferences between four wr i tten 
reports. 
One parent preferred a report twice a year. 
Two parents preferred a report once a month. 
The frequency distribution in Table 37 shows that 213 or 
70.5 per cent of the fourth-grade parents in City B found 
reports four times a year most acceptable. 14.2 per cent 
preferred reports when needed. Least acceptable was the report 
once a year. I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
Table 38. Teacher Ac ceptance of Reporting Systems in Subject 
Areas -- 70 Tea chers, by Grades, i n City B 
Report i ng Systems 
Teacher 2 Marks: 
5 3 Check List Effort, The 
Accept- letters : letter s: of Stand- Informal 
A- B-C- S-I-U Skills ing in Note 
ance by D-E the Class 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre - Per Fre- Per Grades quen- Cent ouen- Cent ouen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy 
(1) ( 2) _13) ( 4) ( 5) (6) (7 ) ( 8) (9) ( 10) (11) 
I • • • • • 0 o. 3 25.0 5 41.7 1 8 . 3 3 25.0 
I I •.•• 2 16 . 7 2 16.7 6 50 .o 0 o. 2 16.7 
I II ••. 1 8.3 0 o. 8 66.7 1 8.3 2 16.7 
IV •••• 5 38.4 3 23.1 3 23 . 1 2 15.4 0 o. 
v •.... 3 27.3 2 18.2 3 27.3 3 27.3 0 o. 
TI • • • • 2 20 .o 3 30.0 2 20 .0 1 10 .o 2 20.0 
Total . 13 18.6 13 18.6 27 38.6 8 11.4 9 12.8 
- -
l Table 38 shows that 27 or 38.6 per cent of the elementary 
' teachers preferred the check list of skills as a means of 
!reporting . The first, second, and third gr ade teachers are 
using the check list at the present time. 
Thirteen or 18.6 per cent of the teachers preferred the 
rive-letter type of reporting pupil progress which is now being 
I 
used in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. Thirteen or 18.6 
per cent preferred the three-lett er S-I-U method of reporting, 
which has not been used as a means of reporting in City B. 
The least acceptable of the reporting systems was the use 
of two marks: effort and class standing. 
I. 
li 
I 
I 
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Table 39. Teacher Acceptance of Repor ti ng Systems in Sub j ect 
Areas, Based on Size of Class, in City B 
-- - - I - -•.. ....__ -
Teacher Reporting Systems I 
Acceptance 
- - I -- Check 2 Marks: I 5 3 List Effort, The Size Number letters: letters: of Stand- Inf()rma 1 ,, 
of of A-B-C• S-I-U Skills ing in Note 
Class Teach- D-E the Class I! era 
Per II Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre-quen- Cent quen- Cent quen Cent quen- Cent quen- Cenu
1 cy cy cy cy cy ' 
_ll) (2} 1{3)_ (4) ( 5) (6) l7J (8) ( 9) J.!QL (_11}_ 112) 1: 
14-19 5 0 o. 2 40.0 1 20.0 2 40.0 o o. 1 
20-24 19 0 o. 2 10.5 8 42.1 2 10.5 7 36 • ~ 1 
25-29 22 10 45.5 5 22.'7 4 18.2 1 4.5 2 9 . ] 1 
30-34 22 3 13.6 4 18.2 11 50.0 3 13.6 1 4. 91 35-39 2 0 o. 0 o. 2 100 .o 0 o. 0 0. 
Tota l 70 13 18.6 13 18.6 26 3'7.1 8 11.4 10 14. 4 
I 
I 
Table 39 indicates that 26 or 3'7.1 per cent of the I 
t e achers preferred the check list of skills means of report-
ing pupil progress. This shows that the size of class a 
teache r had did not affect the choice, with the exception of 
the 25-29 experience group who preferred the five-letter means 
of reporting. 
' II 
I 
I 
Table 40. Teacher Acceptance of Reporting Systems in Subject 
Areas Based on Years of Teaching Experience, in 
City B 
II 
-
Teacher Reporting Systems 
I 
I 
I 
I Acce Etance 
--
5 3 Check 2 Marks: II 
Years !Number letters: letters: List Effort, The A-B-C- S-I-U of Stand- Informal of of D-E Skills ing in Note Ex- Teach-
per- ers the Class 
ience Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quen· Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent ouen-Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy 
Cl> l ;::: } l0) L1J . L12.J ll 6_}_ i?_)_ ll 1::3 ) .. l ~) C:lQJ \ ll) ll:!) 
1-5 ••. 20 3 15.0 3 15.0 6 30.0 3 15.0 5 25.0 
6-10 •• 12 2 16.7 2 16.7 6 50.0 1 8.3 1 8.3 
11-15. 9 2 22.2 3 33.3 2 22.2 1 11.1 1 11.1 
16-20. 10 0 o. 1 10.0 7 70.0 1 10.0 1 10.0 
21-25. 6 1 16.6 3 50.0 1 16.6 1 16.6 0 o. 
26-30. 3 0 0. 1 33.3 2 66.6 0 0 . 0 o. 
31- 10 3 30.0 3 30.0 2 20.0 1 10.0 1 10 .o 
-
Total. 70 11 15.8 1B 22.9 26 3'7 .1 8 11.4 9 12.8 
Table 40 was made to see if the number of years teaching 
experience might have influenced the preferences of City B's 
teachers of reporting in subject areas. 
All experience groups, with two exceptions, favored the 
\check list of skills. Experience groups 11-15 and 21-25 favored 
the use of three letters. 
The 1-5 and 6-10 groups found five letters, three letters, 
and two marks about equally acceptable for their second choice, 
I 
II 
while the 11-15 and 21-25 groups favored the five letters and 1· 
check list. 11 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The 16-20 and 26-30 groups had no preference for five 
letters. 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
II 
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Table 41. Teacher Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the 
Habit Areas -- Work Habits, Health Habits, and 
Social Habits -- 70 Teachers, by Grades, in City B 
Teacher 
Accept-
ance by 
Grades 
Reporting by Check List of Habits 
Well 
Developed 
Average 
Needs 
Strength-
ening 
-Unsatis-
factory 
Satisfac-
tory 
xNeeds 
Improve-
ment 
Satisfac-
tory 
Needs 
Improve-
ment 
Usually 
At Times 
Seldom 
The 
Informal 
Note 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per ~re- Wer 
quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Centpuen-Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy 
(1L~(~2~} ~(~3)~~(~4)~r<~5~)~(~6~) -;~<~7)~~(8~)--"rr(~9~)~l~O~l1~l~l~f _ -
I ..... . 
! I I •.•.• 
4 33.3 1 8.3 1 8.3 3 25.0 3 25.0 
2 16.7 4 33.3 1 8.3 2 16.7 3 25.0 
6 50.0 2 16.7 2 16.7 2 16.7 0 o. 
I 
I 
II I •••. 
IV ••••• 5 38.4 3 23.1 4 30.8 0 o. 1 7.7 
v...... 3 2?.3 5 45.4 2 18.2 0 o. 1 9.1 
vr ...•. , __ ~3--+3~o~·~o~~2--r2~o~·~o ~o--~o~·~~2 ___ ~2~o~·~o+-~3-4~30~ 
Total. 23 32.9 17 24.3 10 14.3 9 12.8 11 15.7 
Table 41 indicates that the predominant preference of 
the elementary teachers in the habit areas was the plus, 
average, minus type of reporting which is already in use in 
the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades in City B. 
Although teachers of grades one, three, and four pre-
' ferred plus, average, and minus, the teachers of grades two 
and five preferred the check and cross. The sixth grade 
teachers found the plus, average, minus, and the informal 
; note equally acceptable. 
I 
92 
I 
' c he_ck a._n_d t.he_JJ.s~_or_the_three words. __ 
The least acceptable in most cases was the blank and 
--=--=-=====li=L= =--= 
I 
I 
I 
i I Table 42. Teacher Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the 
Habit Areas -- Work Habits, Health Habits, and 
Social Habits -- Based on Size of Class, in City B 
Teacher Reporting by Check List of Habits Acceptance 
twell 
Developed 
/satisfac-Size Number Average Satisfac-
of of Needs tory tory Usually The 
Class Teach- Strength- xNeeds .!Needs At Times Informal 
ers ening Improve- Improve- Seldom Note 
-Unsatis- ment ment 
factor.y 
Fre- Per Fre- Per IFre- Per F're- Per Fre- Per 
quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen Cent puen- Cent 
c_y_ c_~ CY 
-
cy cy 
( 1) _(2) ( 3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) ( 8) 9) 1(10) ( 11\ I< 12) I 
14-19 •• 5 2 40.0 1 20.0 1 20.0 0 o. 1 20.0 
20-24 •• 19 4 21.1 '7 36.8 2 10.5 2 10.5 4 21.1 
25-29 .. 22 10 45.4 4 18.2 2 9.1 3 13.6 3 13.6 
30-34 •. 22 7 31.8 5 22.7 5 22.7 3 13.6 2 9.1 
35-39 .• 2 0 o. 0 o. 0 o. 1 50.0 1 50.0 
Tota 1 •. 70 23 32.8 17 24.3 10 14.3 9 12.9 11 15.7 
Table 42 was made to see if the size of class would in-
I' 1' fluence teacher preferences in the habit areas. Twenty-three 
or 32.8 per cent preferred the plus, average, minus means of 
reporting, although those whose classes were between 20-24 
children preferred the check and cross and were equally 
satisried with the plus, average, minus type of check list, 
and the informal note. 
The over-all picture of this table shows that most prefer-
ences were widely distributed. Therefore, it is concluded 
I that the size of the class had little influence on teacher 
93 
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I 
Teacher Acceptance of Reporting Systems in the 
Habit Areas -- Work Habits, Health Habits, and 
Social Habits -- Based on Teaching Experience, 
in City B 
,-1 Teacher Reporting by Check List of Habits 1 Acceptance 
I 
rMVell . 
1 Years Number Developec .ISatisfac- Satisfac-
I Teach- of Average tory tory 
Te ach- Needs .xNeeds ~~Needs The j ing ~sually 
· Exper- ers Strength· Improve- Improve- At Times ~nformal 
ience ening ment · ment Seldom Note 
-Unsatis-
factory 
-Per !Ei're-I 
Fre- Per Fre- Fre- Per Fre- Per Per 
quen Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
I C'V C'V C'V cv cv 
{1) ( 2) I (3) ( 4) ( 5) I< 6) ( 7) I( 8) (9) I( 10) ( 11) ( 12) 
1 1-5 ••• 20 6 30.0 3 15.0 2 10.0 5 25.0 4 20.0 
I 6-lo •• 12 3 25.0 2 16.7 2 16.? 3 25.0 2 16.? 
I 11-15. 9 4 44.5 2 22.2 1 11.1 0 o. 2 22.2 
I 16-20 o 10 4 40.0 5 50.0 0 o. 0 o. 1 10.0 I 21-25. 6 1 16.6 4 66.6 1 16.6 0 o. 0 o. I 26-30. 3 2 66.6 0 o. 1 33.3 0 o. 0 o. 
31- 10 3 30.0 1 10.0 3 30.0 1 10.0 2 20.0 i 
I Tota 1 70 . 23 32.9 17 24.3 10 14.3 9 12.8 11 15.7 
Table 43 was made to see if the number of years teaching 
I experience might have influenced the preferences of City B's 
11 teachers of reporting in habit areas. 
!1 All experience groups, with two exceptions, favored the 
I plus, average, minus type of check list. Experience groups 
'~ 16-20 and 21-25 favored the use of the check and cross. !i .· 
j
1 
The only group evenly distributed in all types was the 
I 6-10 experience group, while the remaining groups were widely 
94 
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distributed. Thus, it is concluded that preferences were not 
influenced by years of experience. 
------=-=====--==-===--===H -------
Table 44. Teacher Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher 
Conference as Means of Reporting by 
Grades -- 70 Teachers, in City B 
-
Teacher Parent-Teacher Conference 
Acceptance Yes No 
by Grades -Frequency Per Cent Frequency Per Cent 
(1) (2) (3) (4} -{ 5) 
-
I • .. • • • . • 12 100.0 0 o. 
I I •.....• 10 83.3 2 16.7 
I I I ..•••• 11 91.7 1 8.3 
IV. • ••• • • 12 92.3 1 7.7 
v ••••.••• 10 90.9 1 9.1 
VI ••••••• 9 90.0 1 10 .o 
Total •• 64 91.4 6 8.6 
-
Table 44 shows that over 90.0 per cent of the teachers in 
City B found the conference a satisfactory means of reporting. 
Teachers of Grade I indicated the highest per cent of accept-
a bi 1i ty. Teachers of Grade II showed the lowest per cent of 
acceptance. Teachers of Grades III through VI were fairly 
constant in their acceptance of the conference. 
II 
Table 45. Teacher Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as a Means of Repor ting Based on the Size of the 
Class -- 70 Teachers,in City B 
II II Teacher· Acceptance Parent-Te acher Conference 
Yes No 
I! 
!I 
) 
I 
I' ! 
Si ze of Number Of 
Class Teachers Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent quency Cent 
( 1) (9) -( 3) ( 4) (5-y-~- JAr 
14-19 ••• 5 5 100. 0 o. 
20-24 ••• 19 15 78.9 4 21.1 
25-29 ••• 22 20 90.9 2 9.1 
30-34 ••• 22 22 100. 0 o. 
35-39 ••• 2 2 100. 0 o. 
Total . 70 64 91.4 6 8.6 
Teacher acceptability of the parent-teacher conference 
does not indicate any positive influence due to size of class 
as shown in Table 45. Teachers with the smallest classes and 
those with the largest classes sh owed an acceptability of 
100 per cent. Only in the 20-24 pup il group was there a 
1 noticeable negative response to the conference method of 
1 
repor·ting. 
I 
i 
li 
I 
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Table 46. Teacher Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as a Means of Reporting Based on the Number of Years 
of Teaching Experience -- 70 Teachers, in City B 
Teacher Acceptance Parent-Teacher Conference 
Years of Number Yes No 
Experi- of Fre- Per Fre- Per 
ence Teachers quency Cent quency Cent 
ll) ( 2) -( 3) .(4) -(51 ( 6) 
1-5 ••••• 20 18 90.0 2 10.0 
6-10 •••• 12 10 83.4 2 16.6 
11-15 ••• 9 9 100.0 0 o. 
16-20 •.• 10 8 80.0 2 20.0 
21-25 ••• 6 6 100.0 0 o. 
26-30 ••• 3 3 100.0 0 o. 
31- . . . 10 10 100 .o . 0 o. 
Total. 70 64 91,4 6 8.6 
Teacher acceptability of the parent-teacher conference 
in Table 45 shows that the teachers with the greatest number 
of years of teaching experience indicated a 100 per cent 
acceptability of the conference method of reporting. In 
City B, the largest number of teachers were in the group with 
1 to 5 years of teaching experience. 90.0 of this group 
indicated the lowest per cent of acceptability for this method 
of reporting. 
SB 
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_I, Tab 1 e 4 7 • Teacher Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as the Only Means of Reporting -- Teacher Acceptance 
of the Parent-Teacher Conference Combined with a 
Written Report, by Grades -- 64 Teachers, in City B II 
Teacher Parent-Teacher Conference 
Acceptance Only Means Combined with a 
by Grades of Reporting Wri tt~n Report 
Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent quency Cent 
( 1} 121 (3) ( 4) ( 5} 
I • . • . • • . • • • 2 16.7 10 83.3 
I I •....•... 2 20.0 8 80.0 
I II ..•••••. 1 9.1 10 90.9 
IV ••••••••• 1 8.3 11 91.7 
v .••.•.•••• 1 10 .o 9 90.0 
VI ••••••••• 0 o. 9 100.0 
Total •••• 7 10.9 57 89.1 
Table 47 shows that the teachers of Grades I and II 
preferred using the conference as an only means of reporting 
slightly more than the teachers of Grades III through VI. 
The teachers of Grade VI were 100 per cent in their preference 
fOr combining the conference with a written report. 
I, 
r 
I 
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Table 48. Teacher .Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as the Only Means of Reporting -- Teacher Acceptance 
of the Parent-Teacher Conference Combined with a 
Written Report Based on Size of Class -- 64 Teachers, 
in City B 
Teacher Acceptance Parent-Teacher Conference 
Only Means Combined with a 
Size of Number of of Reporting Written Report 
Class Teachers Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent quency Cent 
('1) J2l . (3) (4) ( 5) ( 6) 
14-19 ••• 5 0 o. 5 100. 
20-24 ••• 15 2 13.3 13 86.7 
25-29 ••• 20 4 20.0 16 80.0 
30-34 ••• 22 1 4.5 21 95.5 
35-39 ••• 2 0 o. 2 100. 
Total. 64 '7 10.9 63 89.1 
The teachers whose classes ranged in the 20-24 and 
25-29 groups, 13.3 per cent and 20.0 respectively, indicated 
a higher per cent of acceptability of using the conference 
as the only means of reporting . The teachers with the 
smallest number of pupils and those with the largest number of 
pupils indicated the highest per cent of acceptability of the 
conference combined with a written report. The per cent of 
acceptability, ranging from 80.0 per cent to 100 per cent, 
-
clearly indicates that t he teachers in City B favored com-
bining the parent-teacher conference with a written re~ort. 
~-~~1~~-- ~=-- =-- = . ============= - --=--=-===JI== -...:::::::==:: ..=-- ~ 
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Table 49. Teacher Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher Conference 
as the Only Means of Reporting and Combined with a 
Written Report Based on Experience -- 64 Teachers, 
in City B 
Teacher Acceptance Parent-Teacher Conference 
Years of Number Only Means Combined with a 
Experi- of of Reporting Written Report 
ence Teachers Fre- Per Fre- Per 
ouencv Cent ouencv Cent 
( 1) I ( 2) (3) (4) ( 5) ( 6) 
1-5 ••••• 18 5 2'7.8 13 '72.2 
6-10 •••• 10 1 10 .o 9 90.0 
11-15 ••• 9 0 o. 9 100.0 
16-20 ••• 8 0 o. 8 100. 
21-25 ••. 6 1 16.6 5 83.4 
26-30 ••• 3 0 o. 3 100. 
31- + ... 10 0 o. 10 100. 
Tot a 1. 64 '7 Tl0.9 5'7 89.1 
Table 49 shows that teachers in City B with only 1 to 
5 years of experience indicated the hi ghest per cent of 
ac ceptabi li ty in favor of us ing the parent-teacher· conference 
as the only means of reporting . The teachers who had 11 to 
15 years of teaching experience, 26 to 30 years, and over 
31 years were 100 per cent in favor of using the conference 
II combined with a written report. 
I 
'I 
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I Table 50. Teacher Acceptance of the Frequency of Issuance 
i 
I Teacher 
I Accept-
I ance by 
I Grades 
i 
I 
( 1 ) 
-
I • • • • • • I 
II ....• 
'I I II •••. 
•I 
l IV ••••• 
v •••••• 
·I 
'VI ••••• 
I, Total. 
lj 
of Pupil Progress Reports, by Grades -- 70 Teachers, 
in City B 
Fre que nc y of I s sua nee 
Once Three Four When Other 
a Times Times Needed Sugges-
Year a Year a Year tiona 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- · Per Fre- Per 
quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen· Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy 
PH ( 3) l4) -(51 {6) T7-J T81 (g) llrrT lll) 
a] 
0 o. 3 25.0 8 "66.7 0 o. 1- 8.3 
0 o. 3 25.0 7 58.4 1 8.3 1 El 8.3 
0 o. 2 16.7 8 66.9 2 16.7 0 o. 
1 '7.'7 3 23.0 8 54.6 1 7.7 0 o. 
0 o. 3 27.3 7 63.6 1 9 . 1 0 o. 
0 o. 0 o. 7 '70.0 3 30.0 0 o. 
- 11.4,2 1 1.4 14 2:) .o 45 64.3 8 2 . 9 
-
1 ,!/Freauency mentioned was twice a year. 
1 
b/Frea ue ncy mentioned was twice a year. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Table 50 shows that the majority, or 64.3 per cent , of I 
1 the teachers in City B preferred issuance of reports four times ! 
I 
I 
I a year. Second choice was three times a year, with this 
preference receiving the highest frequency, 25.0, in Grades I 
and II. Least acceptable to all teachers was issuance once a 
year. Teachers of Grade VI showed no preference for issuance 
I, three times a year, but showed a slightly higher preference 
than any others for issuance when needed. 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
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I Table 51. Teacher Acc eptance of the Frequenc y of Issuance of 
Pupil Progre s s Reports Ba sed on Si ze of Cl ass --
70 Tea chers, in City B I 
I 
I 
-
Frequency of Issuance Teacher 
Acceptance -- ~-------~----r--Once Three Four When Based on a Times Ti mes Ne eded Size of Class Year a Year a Ye ar 
Num- Num- Fre - Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
ber of ber of quen- Cent quen- Cent ouen- Cent quen:-: Gent 
Pupils Teach- cy cy cy cy 
ers 
( 1) (2) (3} ( 4) (5) I< 6 ) ( 7 ) iS) . [9) ( 10)_ 
I 
I 
14-19 . 
20- 24. 
25-29. 
30-31. 
35 - 39 . 
Total. 
5 
19 
22 
22 
2 
70 
0 o. 
0 o. 
0 o. 
1 4.5 
0 0. 
1 1.4 
0 o. 5 
2 10.5 12 
6 27.4 14 
6 27.4 13 
0 0. 1 
-
14 20 .o 45 
- ·-
1!/Freouency mentioned was twice a year . 
l b/Freouency mentioned was twice a year. 
1- . 
I 
100. 0 o. 
63.2 4 21.0 
63.6 2 9 .0 
59.0 1 4.5 
50.0 1 50 .0 
64 . 3 8 11 . 4 
I Teacher acceptability of frequency of issuance in 
Other 
Sugges-
tiona 
Fre - Per 
quen- Cent 
cy 
( il) ( 12) 
0 o. 
!I 
1 5.3 
0 o. 
El 
1 4.5 
0 o. 
2 2 . 9 
ITable 51 is most predominant at four times a year . Teachers 
with the smallest classes favored this frequency of issuance 
1 100 per cent. Teach ers with classes of 25 - 29 and 30-34 showed 
li the stronge st preference for issuance of reports three times 
II a year. The only teacher to show a preference for once a year 
1: was one with a c 1 ass of 30-34 pup i 1 s • Teachers with the 
! largest classes were evenly divided in their preference between 
li issuance four times a year and issuance when needed . 
=== _-cclll-==:::-=========== -=·------'----=---------=--=-=-=-=-==~=--==-- ----='-=--=-
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Table 52. Teacher Acceptance of the Frequency of Issuance of 
Pupil Progress Reports Based on Number of Year s of 
Teaching Experience -- 70 Teachers, in City B 
t ===========:::;::=:======================================= I' Teacher Frequency of Issuance 
1 Acceptance 
1: Based on Once Three Four When bther 
Years of Times Ti N d d b . Teaching a mea ee e pugges-
Experience Year a Year a Year ~ions 
----4----~---~----------4-----~---~~----·~---~--~~--Years Number Fre- Wer Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Pre- Per 
of Ex- of quen-pent quen-Cent ouen Cent quen- CentRuen-Cent 
peri- Teach- cy cy cy cy cy 
ence era 
_( 1) { 2) 
1-5 •.. 
6-10 .• 
f( 3) 
0 
0 
1 
I( 4) 
o. 
(5) 
3 
IC 61 
15.0 
~3.:3 
(7) <sY C 10) C 11) Ti2I 
12 60.0 3 21 15.0 2 10.0 
11.1 0 o. 
o. 
! 
111-15. 
II 16-20. 
21-25. 
20 
12 
9 
10 
6 
0 
0 
o. 4 
~1.1 1 
0. 1 
0. 4 
11.1 
10.0 
8 66.7 1 
6 66.7 1 
7 70.0 2 
66.7 2 33.3 0 
11.1 0 
20.0 0 
0. 0 
o. 
o. 
I 
25-30. 
31-+ • 
Total. 
3 0 0 . 0 0 . 3 ~0 • 0 0 0 . 0 o. 
~~1~0--~~o~· --~o~·~~o~-+~1~·~ir-1~=o-r7~o~.o;~~2~-+~2~o~·~o~o~-+~o~·~ 
70 1 1.4 14 20.0 45 64.3 8 11.4 2 2.9 
11 -------L------~----~~--~·---~----~---L-----~----~--~---J-----
I !:/The frequency mentioned was twice a year. 
I; In Table 52, the acceptability o.f issuance of reports 
I 
three times a year predominated only in the group where the 
number o.f years of teaching experience ranged from 21-25 years. 
From 1 year of teaching experience through 20 yearsthere was an 
increase in the per cent of acceptability for issuance of 
j reports four times a year. The three teachers with 25-30 years 
h ~~-~f :~ach~~g experience _~:-: 100 pe: c: nt in their preferenoe of 
I 
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issuance four times a year. '70.0 per cent of the teachers 
t with the greatest number of years of teaching experience 
,, 
, favored issuance four times a year. 
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Table 53. Principal Acceptance of Reporting Systems in 
Subject Areas -- 10 Principa l s, in City B 
1: 
i 
I 
I 
5 
Reporting 
3 
Systems 
2 Marks: 
Check List Effort, The 
letters: letters: of Stand- Inforrna 1 Other 
A-B-C- S-1-U Skills ing in Note 
D-E the Class 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quen- Cent quen· Cent quen Cent quen Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent 
c_y cv CY CY cv C"J 
( 1) I< 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ICLL (8) (9) '( 10) (11) ( 12) 
2 20.0 2 20.0 2 20.0 2 20.0 0 o. 2 a_/ 20.0 
I 
' a/One principal did not favor issuance of reports . 
1 - One principal omitted the item. 
Table 53 indicates that principals had no definite 
I· preferences as a means of reporting subject areas, as two or 
I' 
t 
I! 
I 
ll 
r 
20 per cent chose every system but the informal note. 
Table 54. Principal Acceptance of Renorting Systems in 
Habit Areas - Work Habits, Health Habits, and 
Social Habits -- 10 Principals, in City B 
-
-
Reporting by Check Lists of Habits 
+ Well 
Developed 
/satisfac-Average Sati sfac-
Needs tory tory Usually The 
Strength- .xNeeds r'Needs At Times Informal Other 
ening Improve- Improve- Seldom Note 
-Unsatis- ment ment 
factory 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quen- cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen Cent ouen- Cent 
cy cy cy cy cy cy 
( 1) (2)_ (3) ( 4) .(51 ( 6) ('7) (81 _(91 l( 10)_ { 11) ( 12) 
2 20 .o 1 10 .o 3 30.0 2 20 .o !!I 0 o. 2 20.0 
I
I 
I 
!fOne principal did not favor issuance of reports. 
1 One principal omitted the item. 
Table 54 shows that principals' opinions were also 
fairly well-divided among habit area preferences. The blank 
and check were chosen by a slight margin, while the rest of 
the areas were -about evenly divided. The informal note was 
not acceptable to any principal. 
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Table 55. Principal Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher 
Conference -- 10 Principals, in City B 
--
·- -Par ent-Teacher Conference 
Yes No Item Omitted 
Per Cent Fre- Per Cent Fre- Per Cent 
ouencv ouency 
(3) ( 4) ( 5) (6) 
8 80.0 0 o. 2 20.0 
I' In City B the eight principals who indicated a preference 
I, 
I 
! 
I' 
on this item found the conference an acceptable means of 
reporting. 
Table 56. Principal Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher 
Conference as the Onl y Means of Reporting --
Principal Acceptance of the Parent-Teacher 
Conference Combined with a Written Report --
8 Principals,in City B 
Parent-Teacher Conference 
The Only Means 
of Reporting 
Combined with 
a Written Report 
Frequency Per Cent Frequency Per Cent 
--- 7-:l:""r-_.:;;......-+- l2J l3) ( 4) 
--~~·--~r---~~----1r---~~-------
l 12.5 7 87.5 
Table 56 shows that only one of the eight principals who 
accepted the conference method of reporting was in favor of 
using the conference as the only means of reporting. 
I 
(' 
!L__ 
li, Table 5?. Principal Acceptance of the Frequency of Issuance of Pupil Progress Re ports -- 10 Principals, 
in City B 
Frequency of I ss:uance of Re_ports 
Once Three Four When Other Item 
a Times Times Needed Sugges- Omitted 
Year a Year a Year tions 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quen- Cen t quen- Cent quen- Cent quen- Cent quen· Cent quen- Cent 
cy c_y_ cy cy c_y CY 
( 1) (2) (3_)_ IL 4)_ _(51 [_(_6) (?) { 8) (91 [(lQ) (11) .ll2) 
a_! 
0 o. 3 30.0 4 40.0 1 10.0 1- 10 .o 1 10.0 
~/Frequency mentioned was twice a year. 
principal acceptability of freauency of issuance was 
widely distributed with four times a year being most predom-
inant. 40.0 per cent of the princi pals favored this fre-
quency of issuance, ·while ·30.0 pe r cent f avored issuance of 
1 reports when needed. Once a year was not acceptable t o any. 
II 
II 
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11 Table 58. Comparis on of Accepte.n ce of Report i ng Systems in 
I Subject Area s in Cities A and B I 
Acceptance of Reporting Systems 
5 3 Check 2 Marks : The 
Comparison Le t t ers Letters List Effor t , In- Other Item 
of A-B-C- S- I-U of Stand- f or- Sug- Omit-
Acce ptance D-E Skills i ng in ma l ge s- ted 
the Note tiona 
Class 
Per Per Per Per Per Per Per 
Cent Cent Cen t Cent Cent Cent Cent ( 1) (2) _( 3) T 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7 ) 18) 
1. Fourth-
Grade 
Parents 
City A 63 . 5 15.2 4. 4 5. 2 11 . 7 o. 
--City B 70 . 9 2 . 0 11 .6 6. 3 6 .3 o. 2.9 
2. Elemen-
tary 
Teach-
ers 
City A 33.8 6 .9 24 . '7 23 . 8 10 . 8 
City B 18 . 6 18 . 6 38.6 11 . 4 12.8 
3 . Elemen-
tary 
Princi-
pals 
City A 25.0 8. 3 41.7 16.7 8. 3 o. o. 
City B 20. 0 20. 0 20.0 20.0 o. 10 .o .Y 10.0 
-
a/One principal did not believe in any marks in subject matter 
- areas. See Table 53. 
1 . Comparison of the ac ceptance of parents .-- A comparison 
of t he acceptability of re porting systems in the subje ct matter 
J areas showed that f ourth- gr ade parents of both c i ties felt that 
i 
1 the five - lett er rating sc ale wa s most ac ceptable. Ci t y A's II --~~ parent a i ndicat ed a pre i'erence of 63 • 5 per cent a nd t h_:_ ____ _ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
1 prefer ence of City B's parents was 70.9 per cent. The five-
I. letter rating scale received such a predominance of accept-
! 
r 
ability that the second preference of the parents in City A, 
which was the three letters, S-1-U, received only 15.2 per 
cent. Third choice of these parents was the informal note. 
Only 11.6 per cent of the parents in City B preferred the 
check list of skills. There was no predominance of accept-
ability on the part of the parents of City B between two marks 
or the informal note. 
Least acceptable to parents of City A was the two-marks 
system, one for effort and one for class standing; while least 
acceptable to parents of City B was the use of three letters, 
S-I-U. 
The lack of agreement on a second or third preference 
might be due to the fact that parents of City A were familiar 
with a modified form of the S-I-U system which used only 
S and U in certain areas, while the parents of City B were 
acquainted with the check list which their children had re-
ceived in grades one through three. 
2. Comparison of the acceptance of teachers.-- The 
teachers of the two cities did not agree on the most accepts.ble 
reporting system for the subject matter areas. Teachers of 
City A showed a preference of 33.8 per cent for the five-letter 
scale. First in acceptability for teachers in City B was the 
check list which is indicated by 38.6 per cent. Only a 
slightly highe~ per cent of acceptability showed a preference 
:1 1 
I· the part of the teachers of City A for the check list on 
1: rather than two marks, one for effort and one for class 
1: standing. The teachers of City B did not indicate a preference 
, in ~cceptability between the five-letter scale and the use of 
lj s-I-U. Both groups of teachers a greed that least acceptable 
I~ was the informal note. 
~~ The high per cent of acceptabilit y of the check list to 
the teachers of City B might have been due to the fact that 
36 of 70 elementary teachers of City B were in the first 
1 three grades where the check list type of report is used. 
I 
I 3. Comparison of the acceptance of principals.-- The 
I principals of City A showed a strong preference for the check 
list report with an acceptability of 41.7 per cent. Second in 
1
1 acceptability was the five-letter scale, and third was the two-
Ill 
I' 
! 
mark system. In City B there was no preference predominating 
fOr a reporting system, except that no principal found the 
informal note acceptable. 
1_ 2 
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J Table 59. Comparison of Acceptance of Reporting Systems in 
I 
the Habit Areas -- Work Habits, Health Habits, and 
1
1 
Social Habits -- in Cities A and B 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Comparison 
of 
Acce ptance 
Acceptance of Reporting Systems 
rWell 
Developed 
Average /satisfac 
Needs tory 
Strength-x Needs 
ening Improve-
-Unsatis- ment 
factor:v 
Sati sfac-
tory Usually The 
~Needs At Timesinformal 
Improve- Seldom Note 
ment 
Item 
Omit-
ted 
Per Per Per Per Per Per 
----~~---r--~C,~e~n~t~--r---~C~e~n_t~-+--Cre~nrt~---+-~C~e~n~t--~~C~e~n~t~~~C~e~n~t~11 (1) (2} (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
~==~==~===--=-==-=-- - =-~==~==============~==============~=== 
City A considered plus, average, and minus only slightly less 
acceptable than the informal note. Parents of City B reported 
the informal note second in acceptability, but only 14.9 per 
cent as compared with their first choice of 48.7 per cent. 
Parents agreed on their third choice which was the use of the 
check for satisfactory and the cross for needs improvement. 
Least acceptable to both groups was the blank space for satis-
factory and the cross for needs improvement. 
2. comparison of the acceptance of teachers.-- The accept 
ability of the teachers of City A showed only a slight 
preference for the check for satisfactory and the cross for 
needs improvement. Very close second and third preferences 
were the blank space for satisfactory and the cross for needs 
improvement. There was noticeable evidence, however, that the 
informal note was least acceptable. Most acceptable to 
City B' s teachers was plus, minus, and average, but they also · 
indicated a strong preference for the check and cross system 
preferred by City A. Third choice for teachers of City B 
was the second choice of City A. These teachers found the 
use of the words "Usually -- At Times -- Seldom11 leas accept-
!: able than the informal note. 
3. comparison of the acceptance of principals.-- Most 
acceptable to the principals of City A was the check and cross 
system which was indicated by a strong preference of 50.0 per 
cent. The plus, average, minus system, and the use of the 
words "Usually -- At Times -- Seldom" were equally acceptable 
---== =t-=--=---~ - --=---=--
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I 
with each being rated 16.7. The other two methods of 
reporting were listed equally low in acceptability. 
The principals of City B did not agree with those of 
City A on the system which was most acceptable. Their 
preference was the blank, space, and the cross for needs 
improvement. However, they did agree with City A on plus, 
average, minus, and the use of "Usually -- At Times --
Seldom. 11 They did not indicate any acceptability of the 
informal note. 
- -- H::-==-:o= 
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I Table 60 . Comparison of the Acceptance of the Par ent - Teacher Conference in Cities A and B 
I 
I 
!: 
Ac ceptance of the Pa r ent - Teache r Conference 
Only Combined 
Comparison Yes No I tem Means of with a Item 
of Omitted Report- Wr i tten Omi tted 
I Acceptance ing Report Per I Per -
II 
Per Per Per Per 
Cent Cen t Cent Cent Cent Cent 
( 1) (2) (3) ( 4) ( 5 ) { 6) ( '7} 
1. Four th-
Grade 
Parents 
City A 94 . 8 2.6 2.6 14.3 83.0 2.'7 
City B 85. 1 3.0 11 .9 10.1 88.'7 1 . 2 
.I 
2. Elemen-
tary 
Teachers 
City A '78 . 4 20.3 1 .3 14.'7 83.1 2.2 
City B 91.4 8.6 o. 10 . 9 89.1 0. 
3. Elemen-
tary 
Prin-
cipals 
City A 100.0 o. o. o. 91. '7 8.3 
Ci ty B 80 .o 0. 20.0 10.0 '70 .0 20.0 
This table indicat e s clearly t hat te achers, parents, and 
I' 
I· principa ls agreed that personal contacts made thr ough t h e 
,, 
parent-teach er conference ar e valuable for increasing under-
standing which is necessary to satisfactory reporting of pupil 
progress . 
1 ~ Comparison of the ac ceptance of parents . - - The hi ghest 
per cent of ac ceptability for any rep orting system was recorded 
for the parent - teacher conference. The parents of City A were 
11€ 
I 
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almost unanimously in favor of the conference, while 85.1 per 
cent of the parents of City B indicated their preference for 
I this means of reporting~ A higher per cent of the parents in 
I City B omitted this part of the questionnaire. Parents of 
I both cities showed a very strong preference, 83 per cent and 
11 I 88.7 per cent, for the use of the conference combined with a 
1 written report. 
2. Comparison of the acceptance of teachers.-- Tbe teach-
1 ers of City B were almost unanimous in their acceptance of the 
I 
1 conference, and the teachers of City A showed an acceptability 
I 
of 78.4. The per cents of acceptability for combining t he 
conference with a written report were almost identical with 
! those of the parents. 
3. Comparison of the acceptance of principals.-- The 
principals of City A favored the conference 100 per cent. 
Only 80.0 per cent of the principals of City B rated the con-
, ference auestion, but those who did were in favor of the 
! parent-teacher conference. Both groups showed a strong 
I ll preference for the conference combined with a written report, 
although principals of City A indicated a higher per cent of 
I I acceptability. 
I 
I 
I 
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Table 61. Comparison of the Acceptance of the Frequency of 
I ssuance of Pupil Progress Reports in Cities A and B 
-
Frequency of Issuance of Reports 
Compar ison Once Three Four When Other Item 
of a Year Times Times Needed Sugges- Omitted 
Acceptance a Year a Year tiona 
Per Cent Per Cent PerCent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
(1) _(21 (31 (41 (5) (61 ('7) 
I; 1. Fourth-
Grade 
Parents 
City A 0.9 12.6 66.9 18.3 1.3 i~ o. I City B 0.'7 
2. Elemen-
tary 
Teachers 
City A 9.0 
City B 1.4 
3. Elemen-
tary 
Prin-
cipals 
City A 0. 
I, 
City B o. 
II a/See Table 9 Il -
l! d/See Table 23 
5.0 '70.5 
26.8 4'7.2 
20.0 64.3 
33.3 58.4 
30.0 40.0 
£/See Table 3'7 
~/See Table 56 
14.2 
20.8 
11.4 
8.3 
10 .o 
1.'7 '7.9 
4.3 ~~ o. 2.9 o. 
o. o. 
10.0 ~./ 10.0 
_£/See Table 50 
1. Comparison of the acceptanc.e of parents.-- Four times 
a year for issuing reports was most acceptable to parents of 
both cities; although the parents of City B indicated a 
1 p r eference of '70.5 per cent which was approximately 4 per cent 
h lgher than the parents of City A. 
The second choice for both groups was to issue reports 
I when needed. The parents agreed on the t hird pref'erence or 
I 
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I frequency which was three times a year. Parents of both cities 
also agreed that reports once a year was least acceptable. 
2. Comparison of the acceptance of teachers.-- Teachers 
of both cities agreed with the parents on the acceptability of 
reports four times a year. Here again the teachers of City B 
rated this frequency 64.3 while the per cent of acceptability 
to teachers of City A was 47.2. Teachers of both cities also 
1 agreed on the frequencies which were second and third in 
acceptability. They reversed the order of acceptability which 
was indicated by the parents. City A's teachers recorded 
26.8 per cent and City B1 s teachers recorded 20.0 for issuance 
of reports three times a year. The per cents of acceptability 
for reports when needed were 20.8 per cent and 11.4 per cent 
respectively. They agreed with the parents that once a year 
was least acceptable. 
3. Comparison of the acceptance of principals.-- The 
principals followed the same pattern as teachers and parents. 
First in acceptability was issuance four times a year, but in 
this group the principal of City A found this frequency more 
acceptable than did the principals of City B. However, their 
per cents of acceptability, 58.4 and 40.0, were lower than 
1 either parents or teachers. Reports three times a year and 
reports when needed were second and third in acceptability to 
both principal groups. The principals did not find the fre-
quency of once a year at all acceptable. 
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CHAPTB:R V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
As a result of the findings from the survey question-
naires in both cities, the following conclusions are stated: 
Reporting in the subject areas.--
1. The use of five letters, A-B-C-D-E, was unanimously 
acceptable in both cities as a means of reporting 
pupil progress in the subject areas. 
In City A, parents were not conditioned to this 
method of reporting, but preferred it because it was 
familiar and specific to them by personal experience 
and understanding. 
In City B, fourth-grade parents were invited to 
discussion groups concerning types of reporting at 
that grade level, before the questionnaires of the 
writers were sent home. Although the comparative 
tables of this study do not show that the group meet-
ings had any definite influence on parent accept-
ability of types of reporting in the subject areas, 
two of the writers attended one of the meetings and 
had access to the reports of the proceedings of the 
other meetings. With this foreword, the writers 
became aware of the reasons why parents chose the 
five letters as the most acceptable means of reporting. 
:120 
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Parents stated that this method of marking gave 
them something tangible by which to judge their 
children. Parents believed it gave a definite over-
all picture to them of what the child was doing in 
subject matter. Their own experience with the five 
letters, A-B-C-D-E, gave them a familiarity with this 
system which made them feel that they ·could interpret 
this method of reporting. Parents were sensitive to 
the fact that the letter type of reporting is used in 
the upper grades, high school, and many colleges. 
They deemed it necessary to prepare the child for the 
future by using the five letters in the middle grades. 
Parent preferences were influenced by their 
children's attitude toward receiving this type of 
report card. It was related that children had greater 
pride and were fired with more incentive to do better 
work when they had letter grades as a means of 
evaluating their work. It must be inj acted, however, 
that parents of average and better than average chil-
dr en liked the spirit or competition in marks. 
2. The check list of skills, one of the least acceptable 
types of reports in the subject areas to parents of 
City A, was unfamiliar to them. A clearer under-
standing or this might have made it more acceptable to 
them. 
In City B, the check list was the second choice 
121_ 
of the parents in the subject areas. Since this 
method is used in the primary grades at present, some 
parents expressed the desire of continuing its use 
through the fourth grade. 
3. The informal note, one of the most acceptable types of 
report to primary-grade parents in City A, was 
complete and adaptable to them. 
Many parents, when attending the group meetings 
in City B, expressed the desire of receiving the 
informal note combined with the five-let.ters type of 
report. 
4. The desire for specificity would lead the writers to 
believe that parents found the use of the two marks 
and the three letters, S-1-U, too general to be 
meaningful. 
5. The use of five letters, A-B-C-D-E, was one of the 
.most acceptable types of reports to teachers and 
principals in City A. It appealed to them because of 
its concreteness and familiarity. The check list of 
skills, the other most acceptable type of report to 
teachers and principals, was objective and meaningful 
to them. 
6. Teachers of City B preferred the check list of skills 
type of report as the most acceptable in the subject 
areas. Primary teachers in City B use this type of 
report. The letter grade types of five letters and 
~22 
three letters were eaually acceptable for their 
second choice. 
7. The indigenous difficulties of the informal note: its 
consumption of time, its delicacy of composition, and 
its scope and subjectivity of content were evidences 
of its being unacceptable to teachers and principals 
in both cities. 
8. Principals had no evident preferences in City B. 
Four are supervisory principals and have no occasion 
to mark report cards. The other principals teach 
classes ranging from kindergarten through the sixth 
grade. Their needs and responsibilities in reports 
are so widely divergent that this accounts for their 
divided opinions. 
Reporting in the habit areas.--
1. Parents in both cities were almost in a greement with 
the types of reports they liked to receive in the 
habit areas. In City A, the most acceptable prefer-
ence was the informal note with the plus, average, and 
minus the most acceptable check list type of report. 
In City B, the parents preferred the check list type 
of plus, average, and minus already in use in the 
fourth through sixth grades as their first choice 
with the informal note the most acceptable as their 
second preference. These types were most complete 
and adaptable to parents in both cities. 
,I 
2. Teachers and principals in City A found the various 11 
check list types of reports in habit areas more 
objective and meaningful to them than the informal 
note. Teachers in City B were in agreement with the ~ 
parents in choosing as the most acceptable check list 
type, plus, average, and minus. The principals' 
preferences in City B we r e still widely dist r ibuted 
due to their divergent duties. 
Frequency of issuance of reports.--
1. Four times a year was the most acceptable frequency 
of issuance of reports to parents, teachers, and 
principals in both cities. 
2. Once a year was almost unanimously considered too 
infrequent an issuance of reports. 
3. Three times a year was a more acceptable freouency of 
issuance of reports to teachers and principals than 
to parents. 
4. The second preference of parents for the issuance of 
reports when they are needed indicated parents' 
reliance on the teacher's judgment as to when a 
report would be needed to be sent home. 
The parent-teacher conference.--
1. The parent-teacher conference was strongly acceptable 
to parents, teachers, and principals in both cities. 
2. The conference was not as acceptable to teachers as 
it was to pa r ents and principals, in City A. The 
teachers' acceptance was influenced by the conditions 
of conferences, the time element of after-school hours, 
and the inadeauate time element at Parent-Teacher 
Association meetings for conferences. 
The picture was opposite in City B, with the 
teachers finding the parent-teacher conference more 
acceptable than the parents and principals. 
3. Pa r ents, teachers, and principals were cognizant of 
and appreciative of the valuable benefits of the 
parent-teacher conference. 
4. Parent-teacher conferences were considered a valuable 
supplement to written reports, and not a substitute 
for written reports by parents, teachers, and 
principals. 
Influences.--
1. The number of children in a family attending the 
elementary schools did not influence the parent's 
acceptance of the parent-teacher conference. 
2. The size of teachers' classes did not influence the 
teachers' acceptance of reports in the subject and 
habit areas. 
3. The size of teachers' classes did have a slight 
influence upon the acceptability of freauency of 
issuance of reports in City A. Teachers with the 
' 
largest classes indicated the strongest acceptance for ~ 
issuing reports when they are needed. There was no 11 
1~5 . 
apparent influence in t h is respect in City B. 
4. The size or classes in City A had a slight influence 
upon the teachers' preference of the parent-teacher 
conference. Teachers with the largest classes 
indicated the strongest preference for the parent-
teacher conference alone, without a written report. 
This was not apparent in City B. 
5. The number of years teaching experience had a slight 
influence upon the teachers' acceptance of reporting 
in the subject areas in City A. The new teachers 
with 1 to 5 years of e xperience were the only group of 
teachers who found the t wo marks type the most accept-
able. They liked marking the child on his effort and 
his class standing in each subject. There was no 
appa r ent influence in City B. 
6. The number of years te aching exp erience had no 
influence upon the teach ers' acceptance of re porting 
in the habit areas, the frequenc y of issuance of ,I 
reports, and the parent-teacher conference, in either 1
1 
I 
city. Evidence showed t hat those teach ers with the 
least exp erience and the most exp erience found the 
preferred systems more hi gh ly acce ptable than the 
middle experience group. However, it must be noted 
that the number of teachers was greater in these two 
groups than in the middle group. 
I 
I 
I, 
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Based on the results of this study, the follo wing 
recommendations for further study and research are made. 
Suggestions for' f'UT'ther study.--
1. To find the acceptability of pupil progress reports 
to the intermediate-grade pupils. 
2. To find the acceptability of pupil progress reports 
by the parents after repor·t ca r d meetings are held 
with the parents in other cities. 
3. To find the acce ptability of pupil progress reports 
by parents, teachers, and principals in a sampling of 
New England communi ties. 
4. To find the acceptabilj.ty of pupil progress reports 
to parents of pupils in secondary schools where 
reports other than the formal type of report such as 
the five-letter rating scale are used. 
I 
I! 
APPENDIX 
I 
II 
II 
REPORT CARD qUESTIONNAIRE 
PARENTS: 
The problem of a satisfactory report card is o f 
vital concern to parents, teachers, and administrators. 
Please choose the one type of report you like best 
in the following questionnaire. Your replies will be 
helping a group studying acceptable report cards at 
Boston Uni versity. 
Please check the attached questionnaire and have 
your child return it to his or her teacher in a day or 
two, if possible. 
Do not sign your name. 
Thank you for your cooperation! 
Please (I) the school grades in which you have children 
and write the age of each child below his school grade. 
Grades: 1 ___ , 2 ___ , 3 ___ , 4 ' 5 _ _ , 6 
Ages: ___ , __ , , ,_, _ 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
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REEORTING PUPIL PROGRESS QUESTIONNAIRE 
Principals and Teachers: 
The problem. of satisfactorily reporting pupil 
progress in school is of vital concern to parents, 
teachers, and administrators. 
Please choose the type of report you like best in 
the following que sti 0nnaire. Your replies wi 11 be 
valuable to a group studying acceptable report cards 
at Boston University. 
Please check the attached questionnaire a~ quickly 
as possible and return it to your principal. 
Do not sign your name. 
Thank you for your cooperation~ 
Please check or fill in the blanks which apply to you. 
Teacher ( ), Teaching Principal ( ) , Supervising 
Principal ( ) 
Graduated from: 
Liberal Arts ( ) 
University School of Education ( ) 
City Training School ( ) 
Teachers College ( 
Normal School ( ) 
other ( ) 
Grade now 
Number of 
teaching experience 
rade 
---
I 
I 
II 
I 
i 
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I. SUBJECTS 
Foll0wing are 5 samples or report card marking systems 
commonly used in reporting Subjects. Please choose the 
one type you like best for your school-child. Check it 
in the box~ beside one of the following types. 
TYPE AD 
TYPE 
The use of 5 letters: 
A - Superior 
B - Above Average 
c - Average 
D - Below Avera ge 
E - Failure 
Example: Reading B 
Arithmetic c 
BD 
The use of 3 letters 
S - Satisfactory 
I - Improving 
U - Unsatisfactory 
Example: Reading S 
Arithmetic I 
TYPE c D 
The u se of a check list 
~- Sat i sfactory 
x - NeedB improvement 
131 
TYPED D 
Example: Reading 
/Understands what he reads 
x Has power to sound out new words 
/Enjoys library reading 
Arithmetic 
~Has understanding of number size 
/rs able to use arithmetic in life 
x Is accurate 
The use of 2 marks 
TYPE ED 
One based on the child's effort 
One based on the child's standing in the class 
Example: Reading 
Effort - B (or S) 
Class standing ~ c 
Arithmetic 
Effort - C 
Class standing - C 
The use of the informal note written by the teacher 
such as: 
Dear Mrs. Gray, 
I am pleased to report that David is 
making excellent progress in reading. He under-
stands what he reads and enjoys reading library 
books. However, he needs extra practj_ce in 
sounding out new words through phonics. 
In arithmetic David must be more careful in 
doing his daily examples. He does have a good 
understanding of number size. I think extra 
practice each day with the number facts which he 
brought home last week will help him to be 
i32 
j 
I 
II 
I 
il 
mor~ accurate. 
II. HABITS 
Following are 5 samples of report card marking sy stems 
commonly used in reporting Habits -- Work Habits, Health 
Habits, and Social Habits. Please choose the one type 
you like best for your school child. Check it in 
the box[!] beside one of the following types. 
HABITS Check one type 
various check systems such as 
TYPE A D 
Starts work promptly .. + (well developed habit) 
I 
I' 
I 
,, 
I 
II 
I 
Follows directions Average (habit needs strengthening) 1 
,· 
Works well by himself Average (habit needs strengthening) ~ 
Finishes work on time (habit is unsatisfactory) I 
TYPE B D 
Sits and Stands well 
Appears well r~sted 
v (habit is satisfactory) 
/ (habit is satisfactory) 
Keeps things away from mouth !X (habit needs improvement) 
Keeps clean ~ (habl t needs improvement) 
;j 
II 
II 
II 
TYPE c D 
Is friendly 
Is thoughtful of others 
(habit is satisfactory) 
(habit is satisfac~ory) 
Obeys quickly ./ (habit needs improvement) 
Interested and takes part vf (habit needs improvement 
TYPE D D 
Starts work promptly 
Follows directions 
Works well by himself 
Finishes work on time 
TYPE E D 
Usually 
At Times 
At Times 
Seldom 
The use of the informal note written by the teacher 
such as 
David starts his work promptly, but unless he is 
carefully supervised he hurries to complete the 
task at hand. Thus he misses half the directions 
and forgets neatness. This results in his having 
to do the work over again. 
III. Do you like parent-teacher conference as a means of 
reporting a child's progress? 
Yes, No 
IV. If you checked Yes, please check A or B below 
A. I like the parent-teacher conference as the 
only means of reporting. 
B. I like the parent-teacher conference combined 
with a written report. 
I. 
\ 
il 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
v. How orten do 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
you like to have a report? 
Once a year? 
Three times e. yee.r? 
Four times a year? 
When needed? 
Other suggestions 
Thank you - again! 
,, 
i . 
,I 
I 
II 
tl 
I 
I 
lr 
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